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SYNOPSIS 
Computer programmes were developed for processing 
data from grid, direct, and random stadia field contouring 
systems. The three systems were evaluated for their use 
in providing contour plans for bordered strip irrigation 
design. 
A computer method of calculating the earthwork 
volumes assoc 1ated with bordered strip irrigation was 
developed which uses terrain data from the above surveying 
methods or any o her convenient source. This method 
was compared w1th land grading to form plane or warped 
paddock surfaces onto which levees may be formed, thus 
creating bordered strips. 
With the aid of t he bordered strip earthwork 
calculating prograrrune, t he effect of changes of bordered 
strip paddock layout and slope restraints was investi-
gated. An at~empt to correlate estimated earthworks 
~1th earthmoving machine times was made. 
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GENERAL INTRODUCTION 
In spite of rising costs, bordered strip irrigation 
land preparation on major Government schemes and i ndividual 
farmers 1 properties is continuing. The cost of the earth-
works alone range upward from about $140 per hectare . 
This irrigati on dev elopment , therefore, amounts to a con-
siderable capital investment which is a significant percent-
age of the land value. 
In most cases, contractors are unwi lling to give 
firm quotations for earthworks be c ause it i s impossible 
for them to accurate ly esti mate the amount of work which 
has to be done. They prefer to work on an hourly rate 
basis for machines. Under this system the contractor 
cannot lose but it affords no ass urance to the farmer or 
person who hires the contractor that the work is done as 
effici ently as possible and does not allow for competitive 
tendering. Unless the farmer .records al 1 hours of work 
by all machines he has no check on the contractors price 
at all. 
Some of the factors which influence the design of 
border layouts can be quantified in terms of cost. The 
most costly factor, the earthworks, has been impossible to 
estimate wi th any degree of accuracy. Alternative layouts, 
2 
therefore, cannot be quantitatively assessed. It is 
an aim of this study to quantify the earthworks so that 
more soundly based judgements can be made with respect 
to earthworks. 
A number of different methods of calculating 
earthwork quantities for land levelling have been devel-
oped elsewhere (see Part II) but these methods do not 
relate well to the current field practice in New Zealand. 
The number of repetitive calculations required to 
estimate earthwork quantities based on alternative designs 
over many thousands of hectares means that the problem is 
beyond manual solution and in the realm of computer methods. 
A major practical difficulty, however, is to supply the 
computer with adequate terrain data on which to perform 
the calculations. 
The approach taken in this study was to develop a 
computer contouring routine which would process field 
sur vey data and produce contour plans, which also serves 
to prov ide computer-compatible data for earthwork calcul-
ations. Contour plans are currently used for the design 
of border layouts on all major Government schemes and are 
recommended for individual schemes also. They are 
therefore, a good source of data for earthwork calculations. 
This report is divided into two main parts: 
3 
Part I "COMPUTER CONTOURING" i n which the 
development of suitable computerised contouring methods 
is discussed. 
Part II "EARTHWORKS" i n which the development 
of suitable methods for calculating earthwork quanti-
ties for bordered strip irrigat ion are d i scussed. 
Two computers were available for this work. The 
main University of Canterbury computer, a Burroughs 
B6718 with a termina l at Lincoln College, and an older 
IBM 1130 with only 16K memory o Lat e ly a PDP 11/40 has 
been installed to replace the IBM 1130. Most of the 
initial p rogramme development work was done on the IBM 
1130, however, because of ease of access to this compute r. 
The 1130 was a vailable 24 hours a day for users to run 
their own programmes . This enabled the fast turn around 
of computer jobs which is necessary for rapid programme 
development . 
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PART I 
COMPUTER CONTOURING 
1.0 CONTOUR REPRESENTATION BY COMPUTERS 
Contours can be represented by computer on a line 
printer as well as on a line plotter. With a line 
printer they can be shown as a series of characters 
spaced closely together to form a line or they can be 
shown as the line marking a change in printed characters 
on the printed compute r nutput (see Figure 1.1) . The 
line plotter may draw the contours directly and label 
the contour lines. 
Contours may also be represented on a graphic 
display screen. This is particularly appropriate for 
interactive work such as correcting errors, but it does 
demand that the hardware is eas i ly access i ble which is 
not the case at Lincoln College. The choice is there-
fore between a plotter and a printer. The main advan-
tages of using a line printer compared wi th a plotter 
are as follows: 
(a) There is ready access to the line printer 
on almost any computer. A line plotter was not available 
on the IBM 1130. 
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Figure 1.1 Two meth od s of disp lay ing contours on a 
line printer 
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(b) Contour plans are produced along with the 
processed data. There is no delay for a second process 
of plotting the contours. 
(c) Less computer time is used. 
(d) Less programming is necessary. 
(e) Manual tracing of the contours which is 
necessary with the printer plans, acts as a data check 
but is not so with plotter plans which are usually not 
traced. 
The disadvantages of using a line printer are as 
follows: 
(a) Loss of contour definition if the contour 
lines are less than one character spacing apart. 
(b) Manual tracing of the contours is necessary. 
(c) The printer approximation to the exact 
position of a contour line is less exact than on a plotter . 
Line plotter approximation + 0.127 mm . Printer approxi-
mation is + 1.587 mm. 
(d) The resolution of the printe r contour plan 
and the visual appeal of the printer contour plan i s 
inferior to a line plotter plan. 
The use of the line printer has proved adequate 
for the purposes of this study. Should it be necessary 
to use a line plotter in the future with the contouring 
routines developed herein then it is unlikely to be 
difficult. 
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2.0 FIELD SURVEYING TECHNIQUES 
2 .1 General 
There are three main field surveying techniques 
currently practised by agricultural engineers to produce 
con tour plans. These are commonly termed:-
(1) grid surveying, 
(2) direct contouring and 
(3) random stadia surveying. 
In this study a computer programme was prepared for 
processing each type of surveying data. 
Photogrammetric techniques are widely used to 
produce terrain contours. Many of the present day 
automatic computer contouring routines were developed 
specifically for this purpose. (For example Stewardson 
1972). Briefly, the stereoscopic pairs may be scanned 
and the photographs d i g i tised by the following methods:-
(Yoel i 1975 ) . 
( a ) 
(b) 
( c) 
( d) 
Random sample points, 
Digitised contours by l i ne following, 
Parallel scan lines of photograph, 
Straight scan lines in arbitrary directions. 
The easiest scanni ng techniques to automate is (c) 
which scans the stereoscopic model at regular intervals 
along parallel lines. This produces a grid of spot 
heights commonly referred to as a square grid Digital 
s; 2.o 
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Figure 2.1 Layout of sighting s take s 
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Terrain Model (DTM). Such scanning techniques produce 
data similar to that collected in a field survey based 
on a square grid. The major difference is that a sur-
veyor in the field is able to collect additional 
information ~f he feels that the grid points alone do not 
satisfactorily describe the ground surface. 
The other scanning techniques are also similar 
to field surveying methods. 
2.2 Grid ·Surveying 
Grid surveying cons i sts of deciding on a grid 
spacing and setting out two double rows of sighting 
stakes arranged at right angles so that the staff man 
may position himself at each grid position (see Figure 
2.1). Surveys are commonly conducted on a rectangular 
grid of perhaps 20m x 40m. The staff man would usually 
walk along the line of 20m spacings and collect more 
survey information per met r e than if he were to walk 
down the. 40m spacing direction. 
Sometimes a line of sighting stakes is set out in 
one direction only and the distance between readings in 
the other direction is paced or measured by a land 
measuring wheel as the staff man walks in that direction. 
The manual process of drawing contours is as 
follows: 
The field readings are written in the position on 
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the plan representing the position in the field. 
Sometimes the field staff readings are used and 
sometimes they are reduced before being plotted on the 
plan. 
The contours are found py inspection of the levels 
and by interpolation between the recorded spot heights. 
2.3 Direct Contouring 
In this technique the surveyor, who sights through 
the level, positions the staff man on a contour line in 
the field by directing hLm up or down the slope as neces-
sary. When the staff man is on the required contour line 
the position is recorded by stadia and bearing measurements. 
This position may be plotted on a plan in the field or it 
may be plotted later in the office. If it is plotted in 
the field it is possible to re-check the reading if it 
appears to be incorrect on the plan. 
readings defines the contour line. 
A ser i es of such 
A variation i n this technique was used by the N. Z. 
Ministry of Works to contour survey about 12,000 ha on 
the Morven-Glenavy Irrigation Scheme in South Canterbury. 
A beacon was set at a known height which sent out a 
rotating beam of light. If the periscope on the surveyor's 
staff was above the level, a red light could be seen, if 
below, the light was white. The staff man was therefore 
able to position himself on the contour lines. A shovel 
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full of lime was used to mark each position of the contour 
on the ground. These patches of lime were very clearly 
shown on the aerial photographs and the contours were 
formed by joining up the appropriate patches. 
2.4 Random Stadia Surveying 
The staff man is free to take readings at any 
point in the area to be surveyed using this system. The 
usual method is to take readings on the boundaries of the 
survey area and at key points within the survey boundary. 
These key points are usually at changes of grade in the 
land or local extrema such as valley bottoms, ridge tops 
etc. The readings are seldom plotted in the field but 
rather in the office. The reduced levels or the original 
field staff readings may be plotted on the plan. Contours 
are found by inspection of the spot heights and inter-
polation between the readings. Clarke (1957) stated that 
"this system is the most popular, particularly on large 
surveys". He also describes a method of sections where 
a series of levels are taken along defined lines which 
are not necessarily parallel but spaced and angled to suit 
the topography. Yoeli (1975) also considers that 
terrestial surveys are usually carried out in the random 
point fashion. 
The field practice in New Zealand varies between 
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surveyors and organisations. A practical field test 
(see Appendix 4) was carried out using the three main 
methods of surveying. Each method was attempted twice 
to show the variation between surveying teams using the 
same general method. 
Random stadia surveying was shown to be by far 
the most rapid method in the field and was considerably 
more flexible to cope with actual field situations. 
3.0 COMPUTER PROCESSING OF FIELD SURVEYS 
3.1 General 
All of the field surveying methods mentioned 
above are suitable for computer data processing but the 
limitations and/or advantages of computerisation are 
not fully realised until computer methods are actually 
applied. The practical field comparison described in 
Appendix 4w~s carried out following the development of 
the grid and the direct contouring computer methods and 
served to inspire the development of the random stadia 
system. Random stadia systems have been used in the 
past in Australia for agricultural engineering surveys 
(Heiler pers. comm), but their use was abandoned because 
the programmes were unable to interpret the random data 
sufficiently well to produce satisfactory contours. 
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A description of the computer methods developed 
for survey data processing follow. 
3.2 Grid Surveying Programme 
3. 2. 1 Background 
Boughton (1969) developed a computer grid con-
touring routine for terrain surveys. It was decided to 
begin with this basic programme and modify it to suit 
the current requirements. A close examination revealed 
that the programme had considerable limitations. 
(a) The programme as it stood was limited to 
reduced levels on a square grid. The data could not 
be used directly from the field survey, it had to be 
manually reduced. 
(b) The grid levels were plotted on a one-inch 
square grid on the printout. This is due to the 
char acter spaci ng of 1 /1 0 inch along a line and 1/ 8 
inch between lines of characters. The square grid on 
the printout is therefore formed by using 10 character 
spaces along the l i ne of printout and 8 lines down the 
pr in tout page. This restricted grid size limited the 
scale of the plan to a scale of one grid spacing equal 
to one inch. For the common grid spacing of 20m the 
scale that resulted was 787.4 to one. 
(c) The contouring system used a line of 
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characters to delineate the contour line (see Figure 
1.1). The interpolation of the spot heights to 
position the characters which form the contour line 
was carried out across the page only. When the con-
tour lines also ran along the lines of computer output 
then very few characters were shown on the output to 
mark the line. 
( d) 
asterisks. 
Every fourth contour line was marked with 
All the other contours were marked with 
full-stop characters. It was difficult to differen-
tiate between the contours marked with the full stops 
when the contours were close together. 
(e) Because the grid system imposed rigid 
limits on the position where spot heights c ould be read, 
sharp discontinuities such as valleys and ridges which 
did not coincide with a row of readings were interpreted 
as a series of humps or hollows centred on the occasional 
recorded spot heights in valleys or ri dges (see Figures 
3. 1 and 3 . 2) . 
(f) The programme as i t stoo d wa s very ineffi-
cient of computer time. Each single character used to 
mark the contour lines was printed separately. This 
meant that the printout was very slow especially on the 
relatively slow line printer attached to the IBM 1130 
computer. 
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Figure 3.1 Contour plan showing a valley as a series 
of hollows. (Boughton 1969) 
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Fi gure 3.2 Contour plan showing the valley in Figure 
3 . 1 without the hollows. Additional data 
was inserted to give this effect. 
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(g) The system had very few advantages over 
ordinary manual processing of data. The only phase 
of the manual work which was significantly reduced was 
the interpolation of the contours but this also had its 
problems as in (d) and (e) above. 
3.2.2 Modifications to the Boughton Programme 
3.2.2.1 Level Reduction Subroutine 
The philosophy of using a computer to help in 
this work is that of giving it as much of the data 
manipulation to do as possible. A subroutine was 
written to process standard level book readings and to 
alloc~te the reduced level to any grid position specified 
by a column and row number. 
for manual level reductions. 
This eliminated the need 
3 . 2 . 2 . 2 . Field Layouts 
To be restricted to a square grid layout in the 
field where every grid point must be levelled places a 
considerable work load on the field survey in excess of 
what is required for manually processed data. Although 
it is suitable for a computer to work with a square 
grid there is no reason why a rectangular grid composed of 
multiples of square grid units cannot be used. The 
effect of this is to allow the survey to be carried out 
on a rectangular grid of (say) 20m column spacing and 
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40m row spacing which is conunon practice for manually 
processed survey data. If the data are collected on 
the rectangular grid,theymust then be used to inter-
polate the missing square grid readings (which would be 
every second column spot height in the above example) . 
This would form a square-grid of 20m by 20m spacings 
which could then be used by the contouring routine. 
The standard booking sheet designed for this 
surveying method allows the surveyor to specify the 
basic grid size, as well as the column and row 
interval. The routine employed to reduce the rec-
tangular grid to a basic square grid used linear inter-
polation to first fill in all the unspecified readings 
down the columns read in the field. The columns are 
scanned and if any intermediate spot heights have been 
recorded between the regular readings, a linear inter-
polation is performed along the row to the next column. 
The regularly recorded rows are then linearly inter-
polated for the full length of each row. Intermediate 
columns are interpolated followed by intermediate rows 
and by successively reducing the row and column interval 
all points on the basic grid are evaluated (see Figure 
3. 3) • 
This seemingly complex but very rapid system is 
used to ensure that the surveyor could adequately describe 
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Figure 3.3 Grid survey interpolation sequence 
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to the processing system that a discontinuity such as 
a valley or a ridge ran between or across two of the 
regularly surveyed columns. This facility was not 
available on the Boughton programme. 
Any "basic" grid position may have a spot 
height allocated to it during a field survey regardless 
of whether or not it occurs on a regularly surveyed 
column or row. Such a reading is also used in the 
contour interpretation. 
3.2.3 Interpolation in a square grid 
The subject of interpolation in a square grid ~s 
of considerable interest in the field of automated 
Photogrammetry because scanning a stereoscopic model at 
regular intervals along evenly spaced lines is easy to 
automate. Leber! (1973) who reviewed the subject, 
describes interpolation in a general sense as follows: 
"On a number of points p, in an n-dimensional space, 
1 
called 'reference space', vectors of dimensions mare 
defined. Interpolation consists of finding the 
unknown vectors to any number of other points Pk, using 
the unknown vector in points Pi. The dimension n of 
the reference space is two for a Digital Terrain Model 
(DTM), since it consists of the XY co-ordinate plane. 
The dimension of the m vector to be found is one, since 
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the entities to be interpolated are the one-dimensional 
heights Z". 
There are three basically different interpolation 
approaches possible: (Leberl ( 1975)). 
(a) Interpolation by a single, global function 
(b) Interpolation by piecewise, locally defined 
functions 
(c) Pointwise interpolation. 
3.2.3.1 Global functions 
Interpolation using a single function is not 
favoured because it is necessary to fit a single surface 
to the n data points. Polynomials and trigonometri? 
functions have been used but the solution for the coef-
ficients of the function are sometimes impossible or 
unstable due to the unevenness of the terrain or the large 
number of data points. 
3.2.3.2 Piecewise functions 
This i nvolves dividing the whole area of the DTM 
into smaller patches and representing each patch by one 
chosen function. The problem of determining a large 
number of unknowns is overcome but discontinuities are 
possible along the boundaries of the patches. Jancaitis 
and Judkins (1973 ) have developed a system of fitting low 
order patches, which are locally valid and are continuous 
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with neighbouring patches, by weighting a series of 
preliminary surfaces. Considerable computer storage 
is however required for this technique. (Pfaltz (1973)). 
3.2.3.3 Pointwise Interpolation 
Most of the existing operational DTMs are based 
on pointwise interpolation. (Leberl (] 973)). Boughton' s 
programme used a bilinear pointwise interpolation method. 
For the production of contour plans using a line printer, 
pointwise interpolation is appropriate since continuous 
lines are represented by a series of points. 
In general the choice of interpolation method, 
however, is based on the characteristics of the data and 
the end use to which the contour plan will be subjected, 
along with the speed and accuracy of the method. Terrain 
data from tacheometric survEys such as a grid survey 
produces data of which every reading is relevant and must 
be represented on the contour plan. Sudden departures 
from an even surface must be accepted and contoured 
accordingly rather than smoothed. Smoothing is a more 
appropriate operation on geologic data sets where trends 
in the surf ace are required rather than the exact value 
of the point measurement being represented. The 
aesthetic qualities of the line printer plans produced 
for this study are of no importance because the plans are 
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merely used as base plans for tracing. The most 
important characteristic of field survey data is that 
it can be selectively collected. This fact was used 
in the selection of the various interpolation techniques 
employed in this study. 
As linear interpolation is used to interpolate 
contour line positions for manually produced plans and 
these plans are acceptable for their end use of irri-
gation planning, there seemed little point in adopting a 
more complex and time consuming method than bilinear 
interpolation of the space between any four square grid 
points as used by Boughton and modified herein. 
3.2.4 Printer Plan Scales and Display of Contours 
One of the problems of sampling a variable surface 
at regular intervals is that the sampling points may not 
coincide with key changes of grade in the surface and 
hence produce a non-representative contour plan. By 
reducing the basic gri d spacing in the field to, say, 
Sm these changes in grade can be recorded more accurately. 
In the field, the survey can be conducted in the usual 
20m by 40m pattern but the key points can be recorded on 
the finer basic grid and used in the interpolation process 
to more accurately describe the ground surface. 
Although they have now been superseded by other 
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methods the following modifications were made to the 
Boughton contour display. With the grid size displayed 
on the line printer as one inch by one inch, a spacing 
of Sm between grid points yields a scale of 196.8 to one 
which is unacceptably large. The unit square grid on 
a normal line printer is a half inch by a half inch 
corresponding to 5 characters along a line and 4 lines of 
characters. The programme was modified to give a basic 
grid size of ~ inch which meant that for a 20m field 
spacing the plan scale resulted as 1574.8 to one . If 
the grid size in the field is increased to 25.4 metr es 
then a scale of 2000.0 to one results, which is a very 
acceptable and normal scale for the contour plans which 
are currently used in agricultural work. If the bas i c 
grid size in the field was 12.7 metres and regular read-
ings were taken at every second grid point along a 
c o lumn and every second grid po i nt along a row , - a lso 
a llow i ng any of the inter medi ate po i nts to be s a mpled 
as n ecessary , - then a reasonably acceptable comp r omise 
b e t ween plan scale (of 1000 : 1) and abil i ty to reco r d 
sufficient field information is reached. 
While changing the plan grid spacing from one i nch 
to ~ inch the programme efficiency was increased by 
wri ting a line of characters at a time and changi ng the 
characters that . marked the contour l i nes to dots, crosses, 
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and asterisks. This facilitated differentiation 
between adjacent contour lines. The Boughton 
programme interpolated along the line of output to 
find the point where a contour line was crossed and 
marked it off with a character. The interpolation 
procedure to find the contour positions was modified 
to interpolate down the page of output if the fall 
was greater in this direction within any four basic 
grid points. This resulted in a better definition 
of the contour lines where they ran across the page 
of output. 
The Boughton system makes the basic assumption 
that a surveyed grid point must necessarily coincide 
with a character position on a line printer output. 
It is, in fact, unduly restrictive on the line printer 
display to make this assumption. The original choice 
of a one inch by one inch line printer grid-spaci ng 
was probably decided in order to display the recorded 
spot heights along with the contour plan. Although 
the display of the spot heights is essential for 
manual interpolation of the contours they are merely 
of interest when the contours are found by computer. 
If the shaded type of contour display is used, 
it is not necessary to have a grid point coinciding with 
any printer positions. The technique associated with 
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the shaded type of contours is to evaluate the spot 
height at each character position and have an appropriate 
character corresponding to that height printed in that 
position. This type of display largely removes the 
restriction on the scale of the contour plan. It is 
probably unreasonable, however, to have a grid spacing 
in the field whLch is smaller than the character spacing 
on the line printer contour plan. (At a plan scale 
of 2000.0 to 1 a character spacing of 1/8 inch corre-
sponds to 5.08 metres). For the contour plans produced 
for agricultural work this minimum basic grid size is 
sufficiently small. A subroutine was written to produce 
shaded contours from the grid survey data. 
From the point of view of computer processing 
there is a penalty involved in reducing the grid size, 
because the smaller it .is the larger is the number of 
grid points and hence the larger are the computer memory 
requ i rements of the programme to cope with any given area 
of land. 
3.2.5 Land features 
While the procedures outlined above produce satis-
factory contours of the ground surface, additional features 
of the surveyed area such as fencelines or shelter belts 
etc. must be recorded separately and plotted onto the 
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contour plan manually. Where the grid positions are 
displayed on the output, it is easy to record such land 
features in the field and plot them on the plan manually. 
The shaded type of plan disguises the grid positions 
making this process more difficult. It is not difficult 
to have any alphabetic or numeric character printed in 
any character position on the line printer output and so 
the programme was modified to allow the surveyor to 
specify any character to be plotted at any position on 
the contour plan. Such a character is specified as 
being 1 x 1 metres in the direction of the columns and 
'y' metres in the direction of the rows from any grid 
position in the field. 
3.2.6 Summary of modifications 
(a) Manual reduction of levels was eliminated 
by writing a survey level reduction subroutine. 
(b) Considerably more freedom was given to the 
surveyor to lay out the grid in the field on any normal 
spacing. 
(c) Data showing the position of land features 
not related to the contours can be marked on the contour 
plan as the contours are drawn. 
Appendix 1 describes in detail the use of this 
programme. 
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3.2.7 Computer laboratory standard programme 
The standard grid contouring routine available 
on the B6718 was run using ordinary survey data but the 
resulting contours were unsatisfactory for the purpose 
at hand and that programme was abandoned. 
3.2.8 Further development 
The system as it stands is very flexible but it 
involves, perhaps, more effort at both the field and 
processing stages than is really necessary. The present 
programme is written in such a way that each spot height 
must have its column and row number specified. Each 
spot height reading requires one computer card to be 
punched. 
The system could probably be streamlined by 
drawing up a f i eld booking sheet in the form of a grid 
with spaces along the top to specify column numbers and 
spaces down the l eft hand side to specify row numbers. 
Spot height r ecordings could be recorded directly i n the 
appropriate column or row. This would mean that 
sever al readings could be recorded on one computer card 
and column and row numbers would require specification 
less often. At each change of instrument position a 
new booking sheet could be used with the new instrument 
height specified at the top of the sheet . This booking 
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procedure would be easy for the surveyor to relate to 
the field and probably tend to minimise field errors 
associated with allocating readings to incorrect grid 
positions. 
Topographic data in grid form is used in a 
number of land-levelling design procedures and cuts 
and fills to achieve certain design grades are specified 
for each of the grid nodes in the field. Grid sur-
veying is therefore, an appropriate method to consider 
where this form of earthwork design and land preparation 
is practised. (See Section 10) . 
3.3 Direct Contouring Programme 
Unlike the grid surveying method, which achieves 
horizontal control by setting out a grid in the field, 
direct contouring horizontal measurements are taken 
using stadia and beari ngs to fix the position of readings. 
A survey reduction programme was written to cope with 
the direct-contouring surveying system. 
The general principle adopted for the programme was 
to print a suitable character on the computer output 
associated with every field reading. Adjacent contours 
are automatically represented with different characters. 
Like the grid contouring procedure any alphabetic or 
numeric character is able to be specified to mark the 
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position of any land feature not related to the contours 
(e.g. fencelines or ditches). The accuracy with which 
the recorded positions of the readings are plotted depends 
on the scale of the plan. 'Any plan scale may be specified 
for this programme. The points are plotted on the nearest 
character position to the exact spot determined mathemati-
cally by the programme. At a scale of 2000.0 to 1 the 
accuracy is ~ l.27mm across the computer page and + l.58mm 
down the page. This corresponds to a distance of + 2.54m 
and + 3.17m respectively on the ground. 
Appendix 2 describes in detail the use of this 
programme. 
3.4 Random Stadia Surveying Programme 
3.4.1 General 
Although random stadia surveying is the most rapid 
technique in the field (see Appendix 4) the data are by far 
the most difficult to interpret by computer. The problem 
of contouring randomly spaced data occurs in many disci-
plines, for example, in geology (in relation to the 
elevation of subsurface strata) , in meteorology (in relation 
to isobaric contours) , and in groundwater hydrology (in 
relation to contouring piezometric water pressure levels 
or water table levels) , to name a few. In view of the 
wide application of such a computer technique it is not 
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surprising to find considerable study has been made of 
the subject. In the particular field of terrain contours 
much of the reported work is in relation to photograrnrnetric 
interpretation of contours. 
Wooding (1975) has attempted using computer tech-
niques to produce contour plans from stadia survey data. 
He found that the contours produced by his programme were 
unsatisfactory for his purposes. The field technique 
used by Wooding was to record the survey readings verbally 
onto a cassette tape recorder. The readings were subse-
quently punched onto computer cards, processed by a survey 
reduction programme and plotted by a drum plotter. The 
contours were interpreted manually from the computer 
plotted points. 
Yoeli (1975) states that professionally executed 
terrestial engineering surveys are usually carried out 
in a random point fashion with some logic to the point 
distribution. The surveyors choose salient points such 
as extrema, those at which the terrain slope changes, 
or along valleys or ridges. He therefore classifies 
such surveys as semi-ordered. No reported work has 
been found which makes use of this semi-order to aid the 
computer processing system to interpret the contours 
more accurately. The method called the random stadia 
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system developed in this study and reported herein makes 
use of this semi-order . 
An examination of the manual method indicated that 
the sequence in which da t d was collected in a field survey 
is a key factor in the human interpretation of the contour 
information contained in an otherwise random set of spot 
heights. The sequence gives clues as to whether an error 
has been made in booking by displacing a spot height so 
that it does not conform to the surveying pattern remem-
bered by the surveyor. The other important feature of 
human interpretation is the ability to identify ridges and 
valleys, as distinct from mounds and hollows, from the 
random spot heights. This is done manually by using the 
surveying sequence to some degree but pr i marily from a 
general knowJedge of the landform or from memory. 
On the assumpt i on that the human method is a good 
technique an attempt was made to d "splay the sequence in 
which the data were collected. The obvious way to do this 
is to join up the spot heights in . equence. This was 
done by joining the characters which represented the 
recorded position of the spot heights by a straight line 
of other characters (see Figure 3.4). The 'other char-
acters' are printed in the character positions available 
between the recorded spot heights on the computer output. 
The manual technique in the field is to record spot 
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heights along roughly straight lines, which need not be 
parallel, at any changes of grade in the topography as 
\ 
shown in figure (3.5). 
3.4.2 Line Printer Display of Profiles 
A character convention was adopted to show the 
relative height of recordings on the printed computer 
output. In ascending order of height the character 
convention runs 1, +, 2, -, 3, . , repeated as required. 
These six characters were chosen because they are 
visually markedly different, and the numbers 1,2,3, show 
whether the contours are ascending or descending. 
Which of these six characters represents a 
particular elevation is decided by first finding the 
contour number (elevation divided by contour interval) 
rounded down to the nearest integer and dividing this 
number by six (i.e. the number of characters ) . The 
remainder will be O, 1, 2, 3, 4, or 5. In the con-
vention adopted 1 stands for 0, + for 1, 2 for 2, - for 
3, 3 for 4, and . stands for 5. 
For example, if the spot height is 98.4 and the 
contour interval is Sm, the contour number is 98.4/5 = 
19. The remainder, after dividing 19 by six is one and 
the character to represent this spot height is therefore 
+. Had the remainder been three then a - would be 
\ x 
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The position of contour lines indicated 
by a change in the printed characters 
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used to represent the spot height. 
If an interpolated spot height is deduced for 
the character positions between the recorded spot 
heights ( that is, forming profiles) and the characters 
printed according to the above convention, then each 
change of character along the surveyed lines indicates 
' 
the posi~ion of a contour line (see Figure 3~6). 
If the original recordings of spot heights were 
taken on changes of grade the position of the contour 
line found by the interpolation process should be quite 
accurate because of the semi-ordered qualities of ·the 
data. The positions of the contour lines between the 
lines of characters in Figure 3.6 above are merely found 
by eye. 
In essence, the lines of characters displayed on 
the line pri nter form profiles of the topography, and the 
recorded or i nterpolated spot height of each character is 
stored in a two-dimensional array in the computer memory. 
Each element of the array corresponds to the position of a 
character on the line printer. The effect is to super-
impose a fine grid over the topography to which spot heights 
are allocated. For the purposes of this system it was 
considered sufficiently accurate to position any spot 
height in the nearest line printer character position. 
The human method of spotting errors in the survey 
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data is simulated by the computer as it draws these 
profiles. Mistakes stand out clearly to the user if 
the pattern of profiles does not correspond to the way 
it was recorded. 
The second human ability mentioned earlier of 
being able to interpret valleys and ridges correctly 
is also simulated using this method of profiles. If 
a profile is drawn along a valley or a ridge there is 
no confusion as to the position or existence of the 
valley or ridge. 
The programme has been written so that if 
profiles cross, the one which was made first in any 
area has precedence, and the subsequent profiles are 
not drawn between the two recorded spot heights on 
either side of the first profile (see Figure 3.7). 
The method employed to ensure that the profiles 
do not cross is to first check that no spot heights 
have been allocated to the path to be followed by the 
profile line. A second check is made, if the profile 
line is drawn diagonally at any point along its length, 
to ensure that no other profile has been drawn in a 
diagonal path at right angles at the same point. If 
four adjacent grid positions are arranged in a square 
configuration and the proposed profile path is across 
any two diagonal positions then a profile has been 
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Figure 3.7 Profiles which cross one another 
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crossed if the other two print positions are full. If 
none or only one of the remaining positions has been 
allocated a spot height then no profile has been crossed. 
Once these two criteria have been satisfied spot heights 
are allocated to form the profile . 
Interpolation of the raw data along the profile 
lines between recorded spot heights was originally 
programmed as linear. Inverse-distance weighting and 
inverse-distance squared weighting were also tried. A 
qualitative appraisal concluded that the inverse-
distance squared weighting was the most satisfactory. 
(See Section 3.4.4) 
3.4.3 Specifying non-topographic and non-profile 
data. 
It is occasionally necessary to record non-
topographic data such as the height of i rr i gati on 
structures during a field survey. Wi th this s y stem it 
is possible to speci fy whether the dataare topographic 
or not . Similarly , in some situati ons it is not 
appropriate to draw a profile between consecuti ve spot 
heights. In this case it is possible to specify that 
the profile is to be discontinued . (See Appendix 3 
for further detai ls ) . 
3.4.4 Interpolati on between profiles. 
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To produce a shaded contour plan it is necessary 
to use the remainder of the character positions avail-
able on the line printer to deduce the position of the 
contour lines running between the profile lines. The 
problem is to interpolate intermediate spot heights from 
randomly spaced data as distinct from gridded data 
mentioned earlier. In principle the interpolation 
techniques available are similar to the gri~ techniques. 
(1970)) 
Among the techniques available are: 
1 
(Crain 
Finite difference 
Global and Patchwise Polynomials (Spline 
functions) 
Fourier analysis 
Moving averages 
Di stance weighted functions 
Combi ned techniques 
A distance weighted function was chosen for the 
interpolation algorithm. It was chosen for its 
simplicity and versatility and its appropriateness to 
defining spot heights in a pointwise fashion required 
for line printer output. Schmidt and Zafft (1975) 
have reported that the SYMAP program is the most widely 
known and distributed programme and it also used the 
distance weighted algorithm. It is also primarily 
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Figure 3.8 Limitation on the computer search 
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used to output on a line printer . 
In discussing the SURFACE II system Sampson 
(1 975 ) stated that the simplest method of search to 
find data points for t he distance weighted function 
was to find the nearest or neighbouring points with-
out regard to angular distribution . The next in 
o r der of complexity 1.s a quadrant search followed by 
an octant search. All the points within a radius 
may also be found in these search procedures. Some 
sear ch techniques use the nearest recording in the 
octant or quadrant and others use a fixed number of 
po i nts in each search sector . For the semi-ordered 
data set of engineering surveys i t was considerd 
appropriate for the present programme to use the one 
nearest record ng in each search sector (octant) . 
For the purposes of the search no distinction is 
made between recorded spot heights and interpolated 
spot heights a l ong the recorded profiles. This 
means that the search ends wherever a pro fil e is found 
and no information is used from beyond the first 
profile (see Figure 3.8). 
Shepard (1968) proposed a system of weighting 
the surrounding data to interpolate unxnown spot 
height est i mates . He first proposed that they should 
be weighted according to the inverse of the distance 
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from the recorded spot height to the position of unknown 
spot height. Although he was able to show that this 
weighting produced a surface which was once differentiable 
and fitted the data points satisfactorily, the recorded 
spot heights tended to show as localised high or low 
points. Weighting by the inverse square of the distance 
produced much more aesthetically pleasing contours. This 
was confirmed by tests on surveying data using the present 
programme. 
In general the higher the weighting factor, the 
greater is the circle of influence of the recorded spot 
height and the steeper is the transition between the 
circles of influence of neighbouring recorded spot heights. 
This type of weighting causes the slope at the 
data points to be zero. Shepard proposed a slope factor 
based on the surr ounding spot heights so that the slope is 
not necessarily zero at the data points . It, therefore, 
also allowed local extrema to occur at other than the data 
points. This additional sophistication was not considered 
necessary in the case of the semi-ordered survey data set 
where local extrema are deliberately recorded and need not 
be implied from the data . 
The interpolation function used in the present 
programme is as follows:-
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n = N /n=N 
H = ~ l/dp x Hn/ L l / dp - (1) ~ n n 
n = 1 n = 1 
Where H = the interpolated spot height 
N = the number of surrounding spot heights 
d = the distance from the unspecifi ed position n 
to the surrounding nth spot height 
p = the power (in this case p = 2) 
H = the nth spot height n 
Other weighting functions have been used such as in 
meteorology (Cressman 1959). 
R 2 - dz 
w = d < R 
Where W = weighting function value 
R = the radius of neighbourhood centred at the 
estimated point 
d = distance of sample to estimated point 
also W = 12(d + 1) 
also W = 24 (d 2 + 1) 
Newman ( 196 7 ) 
In some cases it is desirable for the surface to 
be discontinuous. For applications such as mapping 
census data , Shepard (1968) developed a system where 
logical boundaries such as rivers or roads separate the 
surface, which limits the interpolation of spot heights 
from data to one side of the barrier or lightly weights 
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the data from the other side of the barrier. The 
effect is achieved by increasing the distance from 
the unknown spot to the data point by a 'detour' 
distance. The longer the detour distance, the lower 
is the weighting. 
The insertion of such barriers requires a 
pointwise interpolation algorithm and no successful 
attempts have been reported using other routines 
(Leberl (1975)). The use of such barriers in con-
touring programmes can result in an increase in 
process time of up to 70%. (Rhind 1971). The 
Experimental Cartography Unit (Anon 1971) have 
stated that the use of these barriers result in a 
twenty-fold increase in computer time. 
The use of barriers in contouring terrain data 
can save recording a large number of spot heights 
which would otherwise be necessary to describe the 
surface to the processing system. It is useful to 
be able to describe lines which mark discontinuities 
such as sharp ridges, valleys, or terrace banks. 
These areas are described as 'terrain break lines'. 
In the present programme the profile lines 
effectively form break lines and can be manipulated 
by the surveyor to best advantage at the time of 
surveying. The insertion of these break lines or 
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barriers in this context actually reduces the search 
time because the data are found more readily and closer 
to the position of the unspecified spot height. The 
method of insertion of the break lines, which is merely 
to allocate spot heights to a line of grid points, would 
allow the fitting of analytical surfaces if required. 
This may be a solution to the problem mentioned above 
by Leberl. 
3.4.5 Comparison of contours with and without 
break lines. 
In order to evaluate the significance of using 
break lines the following comparison was made of con-
tours derived from data with and without the use of 
break lines. With the present prograrrune the use of 
break l i nes is optional and may be specified for all 
or some of t he data in any survey. Figures 3.9 to 
3.12 show c ontour s p r oduced by computer with and wi th-
o ut t he u s e o f b r eak lines. 
f r om actu a l f i e l d su r veys. 
All the d at a e:re taken 
Figure 3.9 is from the 
Wa i a11 Irr:i g a tion S che me are a and the plan~ :::. re c1r;:u·m 
3.12 used t he s a me d a ta from t h e Green . treet I r r igation 
Scheme and are drawn with a contour interv a l o f 0.25m, 
267 level readings and an original scale of 1250:1. 
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From Figure 3.9 it should be immediately apparent 
that the use of break lines on even t0pography produces 
no significant change in the contour plan. A comparison 
of Figures 3.10 and 3.11, however, would indicate that a 
very significant difference occurs on more broken topo-
graphy. (See also Figure 3.13). As mentioned above 
the four sharp valleys which are shown on Figure 3.11 
reduce to a series of hollows on Figure 3.10. The four 
valleys were considered significant for the purposes of 
the survey and were fixed in position by a line of levels 
made in sequence along their length at the beginning of 
the survey. 
Without a knowledge of the actual topography it 
would be difficult to manually modify Figure 3.10 to more 
correctly resemble the actual ground surface. Apart from 
the contour lines extending outward from the edge of the 
surveyed area, Figure 3.12, p roduced by a standard New 
Zealand Ministry of Works programme (Graphic 2 Users 
Manual Anon 1974) is very similar to Figure 3.10. 
The data which produces contour plans with many 
small humps and hollows such as Figure 3.10, is sometimes 
referred to as "noisy". From the above comparison it 
would seem that, in the case of topographic survey data 
the noise results when insufficient data are supplied to 
satisfy the needs of the contouring procedure. It would 
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also appear that if profiles are used to form break lines 
less data a r e required to produce satisfactory contours 
particular ly of broken topography. 
Unordered data sets such as stratigraphic data, 
besides not be i ng easily joined by profile lines are also 
subject to considerable error of measurement. The 
unreliability of the data does not allow any particular 
importance to be placed on isolated irregularities. Such 
irregu l arities tend to cloud any other important features 
o f the surface and so various techn i ques have been developed 
for smoothing t he data to highlight surface trends. 
(Har baugh 1968 ) . Terrain survey data, however, can be 
considered accurate for the purposes of contouring. 
Smoothing is therefore inappropriate. A comparison of 
Fi g ure 3 . 10 (without smoothing) and Figure 3.12 shows that 
some smoo t h i ng has occurred because some of the i solated 
h o llows are not as deep in Figure 3.12. 
The comparison of the two d i fferent contouring 
s y s t ems i s to some degree unfair because the data were 
colle c ted speci fically for one of the programmes, but it 
does emphasise that if the programme is matched to the data, 
a more realistic result will follow. 
3.4.6 Computer Search Procedures 
The search for recorded spot heights from which to 
interpolate intermediate spot heights can be a time consum-
Figure 3.9 
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0 100m 
WI THOUT BREAK LINES 
WI TH BREAK LINES 
Contours produced by computer on even 
topography with and without the use of 
break lines 
) 
J 
Figure 3.10 
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WI THO UT BREAK LINES 
Contours produced by computer on broken 
topography without the use of break lines 
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0 100m 
WITH BREAK LINES 
Figure 3.11 Contours produced by computer using 
the same data as Figure 3.10 but with 
the use of break lines 
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0 100m 
Figure 3.12 Contours produced by a standard Ministry 
of Works and Developmen~ programme using 
the same data as Figures 3.10 and 3.11 
Figure 3.13 
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(a) Jithout .rea~ lines 
as in f; n1r~ 3 . 1 0 
(b) ".'/i t h br-e::i l : lin·3S 
as in fi0ure 3.11 
Three dimensional projections of 
surfaces shown in Figures 3.10 and 
3.11 
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ing part of the computer processing. The search is 
necessary to convert the profiles into a contour plan. 
Various techniques were developed for this random stadia 
programme to reduce the amount of searching as follows:-
(a) The radius searched by the computer around 
any unspecified position* is limited to a specified 
search radius. The search begins at the unspecified 
spot height and stops at the first spot height found as 
it searches outward in each sector. 
(b) If four consecutive sectors are found to 
have no recorded spot heights, then the unspecified 
position is l eft blank and the other four sectors are 
not searched. The effect of this is to reduce the amount 
of searching required and to indicate the survey boundary 
by leaving the area outside the boundary blank. The 
other benefit of this is to avoid unjustifiable iriter-
polation of spot heights based on data completely to one 
side of the unspecified position. 
(c) The processing time can be reduced by not 
evaluating all the character positions. It is possible 
to specify that only every nth character position 
(n = 1 to 9) along and down the page is to be evaluated. 
*(Line printer character position which does not have a 
spot height allocated to it in any previous operation.) 
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This reduces the search time in proportion to the number 
of characters searched but also reduces the definition of 
the contour plan. 
(d) By making several search passes over an area 
at progressively smaller intervals it is possible to reduce 
the search time considerably. The first search pass is 
conducted along and down the page with the intervals of 
grid positions being one power of two greater than the 
number of grid positions corresponding to the specified 
search radius. For example, if the specified search 
radius indicated a search of six grid positions then the 
first search would begi n at the first row and first 
column and continue at intervals of eight grid positions 
(2 3 ) along the columns and rows with a search radius also 
of eight grid positions. The values thus determined are 
then added to the a rray of spot heights and interp olated 
profiles and are available for subsequent searches. The 
second search pass begins at the fourth column and fourth 
row and continues at inte rvals of eight grid positions. 
The search radius however is reduced to four grid positions. 
On every second subsequent search pass it is possible to 
halve both the search interval and search radius. The 
saving in search time is considerable and obvious if one 
counts the number of times that each grid positi on is 
searched. For a search radius of eight grid positions, 
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the multiple pass system may search any position up to 
32 times. In a six grid position search the single pass 
system may search any grid position 120 times. It may 
however search any grid position 192 times for an eight 
grid position search. Figure 3.14 illustrates the steps 
in the multiple search technique. 
The results of each search pass are stored in a 
separate array and transferred onto the original array at 
the end of each pass. This is to avoid asymmetry in the 
data which is being searched. 
(e) The search procedure described in (d) above 
uses two arrays of 161 x 105 elements. A reduction of 
about 10% in total computer charges was achieved by re-
placing the second large array with two line vectors of 
161 elements each. The interpolated data from each scan 
along a line of the large array are stpred in one · of the 
vectors. The other vector stores the data from the 
previous scan which is transferred to the array at the end 
of the following scan. As before this procedure is used 
to avoid asymmetry i n the data which is being searched. 
The particular configuration of the programme, however, 
does not allow the evaluation of every nth character 
position (as described in {c) above) if these two vectors 
are used. This option is replaced in this version of the 
programme by being able to specify the maximum number of 
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interpolation scans (see F i gure 3 . 14) . The effect is 
similar to the evaluation of every nth position except 
that n must be a power of 2 . 
In the SYMAP programme (Shepard 1968 ) every third 
character along every second line is evaluated using the 
d i stance weighted algori thm . The intermediate positions 
are evaluated by b i linear interpolation . Thi s method of 
reducing t he p r ocess time, although untried in the present 
p r ogramme, is unlikely to be satisfactory because all data 
poi nts and profiles are allocated d irectly to the printer 
pos itions . The remaining character positions after the 
f irst inte r polati on would not be all of the same shape " 
Wher e the distance between data poi nts or profiles is large 
o n the plan the method could have a useful application in 
the present p r ogr amme . 
Ther e are fundamental d i ffe rences in t he search 
p r ocedure of the S MAP proqramme and t he p r esent programme. 
The SYMAP procedure is to o r de r th e original data points in 
as c ending orde r of x and y, and to find the neighbouring 
points bv searching throuah this list (Rh ind 1971) . This 
is clearly an efficient method of finding t he data. 'T'he 
present programme, howev e r, takes i nto account the sequence 
of the origi nal data and uses it to qenerate a ddi t i onal data 
which are the spot he i ghts used to form t he profiles. 
Because of the fixed gri d si ze determinPd by the line printer 
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spaci ng, thi s sys t e m can g Enerate many t imes the number 
of original spot hei gh t s, depending on the scale. 
Typically, at a sca l e of 2000 : 1 a nd the us ual s pot he i ght 
density of the o r i ginal f i eld data , the nurr,ber of spot 
heights is incr eased by between f i ve and t en times. 
Surveys have been processed by this s y stem wi th about 1500 
ori ginal data poi n t s . If t he mult i plication factor were 
a s high as 10 then 15000 s pot heights would have to be 
sorted . Furt he r mor e , t he p r ocess of checking for inter-
ference o.f p r of i l e s menti oned above would be made 
considerably more t i me cons umi n g . 
The second maj or difference is t he re- use of the 
derived data from the sear ch scans for f urther distance 
weighted int erpolat i o n . Each scan produces further data. 
3 . 4 . 7 The Us e o f Sub-areas 
To r educe the a mount of memory r equired to stor e 
t he a r ray o f c h a racte r pos i t i ons , the sur v ey da ta are processed 
as a numbe r of overlap ped s ub - a r eas . The degr ee of o verlap 
has been se t at twe nty cha racter pos i t i ons so that i t is 
lar ge r than the d i s tance between spo t he ' ghts reco rded i n the 
field when the usual plan scales are used. The sub-ar eas 
are set at 65 lines ( 2 ~ + 1) down the page and 1 21 
character positions across the page (corresponding to the 
wi dth of compute r page a v a i lable for the contour p lan.) 
The mult i ple pass s earch process a ctua lly uses 129 character 
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pos i tions ( · ,, e. 2 'l + 1 ) . The overl ap s are necessary to 
ensure cont i nuity b etween sub-areas " 
3 . 4 . 8 Line Pr i nter Di splay of Land Features. 
With a manually processed survey it is easy to draw 
in features other than the contours, such as f e nce lines, 
d r ainage lines and trees " With the random stadi.a prograrrune 
.it i s poss ible to allocate any alphabetic or nume ri c 
character to any position of the survey staff to mark any 
land features onto the plan automatically. 
3. 4 . 9 Experience with t he Random § t a_c?-i.a P .r:oqra!lune. 
The ma i n use of the programme s o far has been to 
contour in excess of 3000 ha of surfac e i r:r i ga.tion and 
dra ' nage areas with a con tour i nte1val of O.lm , 0 . 25m o r 
0 . 5m o Scales of either 2000 : 1 or 25 00 1 and profile 
separations of about 30m ha ve norma lly been used . It is 
wel l s uited t o th i s appl i cat i on. A n umbe r of surveyors 
have used t he system and consi dera.b le p r og:r armne deve lopment 
h a s cesul ed . 
Two t housand spot he i ght r.ecord1ngs ..;f stadia f' eld 
data can be processed by the programme s ' t stands but 
there i s no rea son why an arb trarily large nu.rnber of spot 
he i ght readi ngs cannot be processed (de pending on the size 
o f the compute r memory) and an arb itrar i ly Lu::ge s ize of plan 
may also be produced . Experie nce has shown , however, that 
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Figure 3 .1 5 Fie ld survey ing on the Greenstreet 
Irrigation Scheme using the r andom 
Stadia s ys tem. (A three wheeled 
motor cycle is being used to improve 
mobili t y . The area is also shown 
in Figur es 3.10. to 3.13.) 
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because of data errors it is preferab l e to keep t he number 
of readings in any survey well below the 2000 mentioned 
above. Large areas should be divided into smaller areas 
i n the field and these processed separately . 
Further development of the progr am could be under-
taken to link it to a line plotter and i n the f i eld to an 
automatic data recording system to save havi ng to punch data 
cards from the field data. Bec~use these fac i liti es are 
not available at present this development is not planned in 
t he meantime . 
Appendix 3 describes in detail t he use of this 
programme. 
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PART TWO 
EARTHWORKS 
4.0 DESCRIPTION OF A BORDERED STRIP IRRIGATION SYSTEM 
The term "bordered strip" has been chosen to describe 
the type of irrigation otherwise known as "borderdyke" 
irrigation. The term bordered strip more accurately 
desc r ibes the s y stem and avoids a confusion i n terms when 
describing the borders of the bordered strip . Figure 4.1 
shows a schematic diagram of a typical bordered strip 
layout. 
4.1 Bordered S Lips 
Bordered strip ir.rigatl.on is a method of surface 
application of water whe r e the distribution of the water is 
controlled by the form of the ground surface. Typical New 
Zealand bordeied st r ips of land for irr~gation are about 
200m to 400m long w th averdge slopes ranging from 0.1% to 
5% an d about 12m wide with zero cross slope (tolerance + 
O.Olm desirable). To minimise earth movement, the longitu-
dinal slope may be allowed to vary with the general trends 
of the undisturbed ground except that adverse slopes are not 
permitted and are graded out accordingly. Where practicable 
the bordered strips are run straight and parallel, but to 
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Figure 4.1 Schematic diagram of a typical bordered 
strip irrigation layout. 
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conform to the co~·i st.:ra.ir:U; of bciun;:ia:des ~utd oth<-' .t obstacles 
or t o minimis t.?: earth .rr.cvemE~~·1 t., the strip.3 sornctir:les cl:-: ange 
direct ion a!.:>ruptl y o ;: c unrc· c.:?2r a -1.cn ~. d:Lsta.nce 1 a.:ce 
f anned out , tapered !n, or variAd in length and/o r width . 
Sometirne c . .• ·1 ' the boraers t s ~~ips a re sp.LL t into two or more 
strips a t some point u.lo~: g· t 1:12.1. r :i.enq·t:h ., 
Border stri p ·~onstrur::t ion in iso "i.. a.ted a. r e as ,,,·LtJan 
irr~. gatsd paddocks where the t•? . ~rain is rol.!.qh :i. s sc !1c- tim<~ s 
not attempted , 
l ~ ~ a~d t op wldth of 0.0-0.3m are usu2l.ly formed at the 
t1.me of in1 ti 0. l lane~ p r:.<:~p ar c: ".::..i.cm . 'I'h (~ .Lr f u:n c L i rJ n 'i.;; t. o 
control t he water wi thin ea ch s~rip. 
a reducticn 1n t he h2 icrh- cf t he b0rd~~ s v~t~ Liws, 
intervals i n some cases. 
4. 3 Bead.race~> 
Head:r a cr::' s se :i.·vc- ·:.o supply the wa.te1: v::.a wE:~.i:r. control 
(sills) to the top end of the strips. Guf ficient water i s 
usually supplied to wat er fEom 4 t c 6 st r ips simultaneously 
in a group. This r equires Llat all the s 1 lls must at at 
t he same leve l with in 2 -:i.ch qroup . The: headracf~ mus t h ave 
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fall, not only to conduct water beneath the sills of any 
upstream group to the groups below, but also to allow 
clearance on any upstream groups of s i lls when the lower 
groups of sills are watering. In operati on, the water 
level is raised over the sills by d r opping a gate in a 
headrace dam at the downstream end of a group of sills. 
The clearance between any two adjacent groups of sills 
therefore must allow for: 
(a) channel friction losses . 
(b) head losses through the dam be tween groups. 
( c) the depth of water over the s il l whi ch i s 
irrigating. 
(d) freeboard . 
In pract i ce the desirable mini mum i s O.lm d r op between 
adjacent groups of sills. (See Figure 4 . 2) 
The height of any group of s i l l s is de t e r mined by 
the height of the downstream group o r e l se it i s determined 
by allowi ng a minimum fall of about O. lSm from the sill to 
the highest strip in a group, thus p r eventin g downstr eam 
weir submergence of the sills wh i le irr igat i ng onto the 
bordered strip . The height restr i c t i ons on the s i lls and 
t he "stepped" nature of the headrace mean t hat they usually 
have to be built of borrowed fill . The fil l is usually 
borrowed from the uphill side of the headrace i n the "wipe-
off" area, but it may sometimes be borrowed from various 
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Head race 
darn closed 
\ 
---
1
1 I I 
- - _ _ _ _ : 1~Irrigating group ~II 
- I ', - II --
Headrace invert/- ---- .__ II 
-- -.._ l.l.. 
Figure 4.2 Typical long section elevation of a semi 
automatic irrigation headrace. 
-
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otherwise awkward :mow;ds of e a .cth c, , .. frcr;i t h e upr: i.1 1 
bordered a r ea.s. Borrowin':3' e;;irth fxom a ,1J gh downl"1L J l 
bor dered strip rnRy supply fil l ana 2 lso serv e to reduce 
the required height of the headrace. 
4.4 Wipe-of f s 
The wipe-off J.s the area at t..:.he dcwnstre a n E~nd of 
the bordered strips. 
water from irrigation or ralnfal~ and traLsport lt ta a safe 
disposal point i f necessary. Where further i rrigation is 
requi red on the downhi.11 s:~. dE' l 'f. f.o .r n s a us e;f 111 bo rr. ow 
area f or the construction of t he a d1 a c e nt h e adra c e . Af te :r 
bo rrow has been t aken from the wipe -offs ~ Ley ci t e gra de d to 
the standards of a nor1nal b ordered s : r i p to allc~ g ooc 
i.rrigat ion , drainage and pro duc t:Lo.r1 :: .\.~om t h.e se c r ea.s , The 
-r.dpe--offs allow acc e .c.;s behind t h. 1:.-, h. 2 .:, d r c.. cc .s for. t he eett.ing 
of h e~ drace gates, rnain t ena n ce t he ays tem and tra n s por-
tat ion oi s ~0ck a nd machinery . 
4 , 5 Construction methods 
The followin<J l i st i tem.i ::;es t.hc ~'l.otrnal. ::ltep s ~.n the 
cons t ructlon of New Zeal and bordered s tz i p i r rigation sys t ems. 
(a.) P 1el d su.r·Jey to d ,i;r.t ve a con ··.o u.i:. p l a r a .n d 2 
bordered strip layout p l an (see·se ~t i on 5) . 
(b) ::;mooth very large ll 0 '.mdt; ;:;~nd ck:pressions if 
necessary . 
(°'~/4 r. 1 .) \.) ..:. • 0 .. - . 
(c ) Forrr. t he borders of the bordered st. r ips 
according to the layout plan usually with a grader, 
(d) Cros s level and longitudinal level within 
the strips. A grader o r elevc. tir.~g scraper may be use<l . 
Fie ld staff use an .r...bney level to determine the dep ths 
o f cut and fill ~o satisfy the cross levelling tolerance 
and the minimum lon gitudinal slope. Various coloured 
an ,1 numbered flags are u sed t o indicate the n=quired cuts 
and fills to the ea. rthmo~.!i.ng machint-:.: operv ::or s. Elevating 
sc r apers controlled by l asers are a l so used f0r this 
levelling work. 
(e) Build a flat i:-la.tform of 12arth of an appr o -
priate width and h e i ght from t,..:hich t o cut out the vee for 
the headrace. An elevatinq scrrl.per is usually used for 
forming the platform ar1d a. q:r:ader t o ct:t out the r a.<::e vee 
se c tion . 
( f) Level the w.ipe ·--of f are.as. 
4.6 Water Control Meth~ds 
4.6.1 Manual Syste~~ 
These usual ly require le ss a ttention to be paid to 
the design of the headraces. Water is diverted as req uired 
ove r the ba nk 0f headraces with the aid of a canv~s dm~ set 
in the race at some appropriate position. 'l'he diverted 
water may fall ove r a si ll or be direct ed by a i ggi.ng out 
sods from the side of th . headrace. In some cases the sills 
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are fitted with drop board s wh i ch ma y be removed a s r equired 
to let water flow into the bordered str ips. Subsequent 
canvas dams are conveniently erecte d down s tream i n the dry 
s o that when the present darn i s di s ma ntled , wc;,t e r wil l be 
d i verted to other downstream strips commandec. by the 
headrace. 
Other manual methods not used widBly iE Ne w Zealand 
a.re: - syphon tubes to draw the \/rate:r: frcm the h eadraces a nd 
portable gated pipe used to eliminat e the need fo r headraces . 
Gated pipe also allows the farmer to vary the length of his 
strips to suit the prevailing conditions in the border strips. 
4.6.2 Semi-Automatic and Automatic Methods 
Many methods are semi-automati c in that water is 
switched from one group of borders to the next without manual 
inte rvent i on, however , the divers ion gates must be manual ly 
reset . Following the automatic releas e and closure of a 
headrace gate the water rises in the h e adrace unt i l it flows 
o ver the group of s il ls (weirs ) imme diately upstre am . The 
groups of sills are stepped s o tha t water does no t s:pill 
over the sills of any groups further ups t r eam , Fo l lowi ng 
the irrigation of the present group , the next gate to be 
automatically released is immediately upstream (unlike the 
manual me thod) and the process is repeat ed . 
The r e are three main types of gate release me chani sm 
used in New Zealand. 
before a gate furth~ ~ up t hE headra ce i s 2utomatically 
re le a.B e e . .. 
to 12 hours or 24 ho 11rs depending on the clock. This 
means that only 12 to 24 hours may be preset in advance . 
(The release mechanisms may in fact allow only about 11 
and 23 hours respectively). 
(b) Pneumatic System. 
An inver _ted cup is placed in a sump near the down-
stream end of a strip. As water enters the sump it forces 
air up into the cup and along a small diameter tube to a 
diaphragm release mechanism attached to the gate. 
The position of the sump therefore controls the 
time of watering. Watering times in existing installations 
may be varied by controlling the rate that the water enters 
the strip which contains the sump and so obtain good 
watering on the other strips in the group while sacrificing 
either water (by over-irrigation) or compete coverage (by 
under-watering) on the controlling strip. The mechanism 
results in continuous watering of one group of bordered strips 
if a release mechanism fails, however the gates may be preset 
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at any time before irr i gat i n . 
( c) Electro nic Syste ms. 
These a re simi lar in p rinciple tu the 0nem1a t ic 
syste m. Instead of a sump , a.n e1.E:r.tric2t1. ci.ccui t is 
created by water o n t h e senso r plccFd in the hnrde r ed 
strip . One s uch system a ctivate:; a hEat i ng co:.1 which 
b urns thro ugh a c o rd hol ding uv the gate. 
Like the p ne umatic system .. the n~.;:, __ }:_;.~n i sm .i.s not 
fail safe and t he gates may~· p~eset at ~ny time before 
irriga tio n . 
Rob inso n (1 9 70) des cribea an electrical ly r e leased 
s p ring loade d g ate u s e d i n Vi c t oria, Australia a2e Ra ise 
(1967) and (196S' ) has descr i bed c:i:p-:~:c:'. r.ents w:: t h fully 
a ·tomatic systems lJ.Ring r a.t:. io con:t:r: ~·l .:nd p i.! eurne:~.t. ic oz 
hydra ul ic systems tc relea2e and reset dive· :t·,_:::-i._0 :0J ga.ter; 
i.r~ l.,.11.er ic2-. . • 
5 . 0 THE J:ESIGN OF BO:RDEREI: S'I'RJP JJ.\' (,0TS 
5.1 Xydrolog1c and Py draulir ConEi~ezrLions 
shoul d be desig .ed to allow the ::i9r:i : ~.c-;;; ·-!Cl ! (.:~ ,_, design 
depth of water as evenly a.£; ros s ibic~ cwe.1 U .. <= i"!.:>1-.:.:' t:c r der 
Widely quote d method for the iPatr.em.::it:~C<,;l rJ. naJ.ysl~ of 
bordered strip ir-i gation is } '-.,-._j .!.C.. 
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(1966), Criddle (1956 ). The otherwise good theoretical 
base of the method relies heavily on the "basic infiltration 
rate" and assumes this to be a constant and characteristic 
of the soil. Zimmerman (1966) considers that mathematical 
formulae may be correct under certain restricted conditions 
but that the non-homogeneity of nature restricts the use 
of such formulae to demonstrating to a student the hydraulic 
principles involved. Israelson (1962) considers surface 
irrigation systems to be complex and not readily subject to 
quantitative analysis . 
The basic problem is to achieve balance between the 
flow of water available at the top end of the strip and the 
physical properties of the strip to achieve the theoretical 
objectives mentioned above. 
The major variables to be considered are:- (Hazen 
1962) 
(a) Size of stream 
(b) Rate of adv ance 
( c) Length of run time required 
( d) Depth of flow 
(e) Intake rate 
(f) Slope of l and surface 
(g) Surface roughness 
(h) Erosion hazard 
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(i) Shape o f flow channel 
(j ) Depth o f water to be appl i ed 
The ideal des i gn would send a wave of water down the 
border strip whi ch has approximately the same contact time 
with any area in the border and hence should infiltrate 
appr oximately the same depth of water. Thi s forms the 
b asi s for a p r acti cal field testing method (in areas where 
no local experi ence is available) of plotting advance and 
r e cess i on cur ves and calculating the contact t ime of the 
wa t e r at any d i stanc e down the border str i p (Cr i ddle (1956)) . 
Further d i scuss i on of the hydrology and hydrauli cs 
i s beyond t he scope of th i s study whi ch i s p r imar i ly con-
ce r ned wi th the e arthworks following decis i ons as to the 
bes t s i ze and shape for hyd.r ologic purposes o 
5 . 2 Farm Management Fact ors 
Far m man a gement c a n do much t o i nf l uen ce the des i gn 
an d p e r forman c e of a borde r ed strip i rrigation system . 
Whe r e the sys t e m is fo r pastur e p r odu ction on ly, cons i derable 
f r eedom i s g i ven t o the des i gner to lay out the strips to 
mi nimise earthworks and accommodate exi sting fen ce s and 
o t her obstables by va r y i ng the shape and s i ze of strips . . 
If croppi ng i s i mport ant then str aigh t paralle l strips of 
a wi dth to sui t the f a r m machinery may be a go ve r n i ng 
criter i on . 
Considerat i ons of labour input par t i cularly with 
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Jdnual y controlled systems favo urs longer strips because 
te ~r h e adrace gates need be set per day leaving a longer 
i terval o f time i n which the irrigation operates unattende d . 
Overall capital costs of irrigation development 
usua l ly f avo ur l onger strips because of the fewer headrace 
s ructures and the fewer headraces to fence out. 
Lon g strips and high infiltration rates decrease the 
application efficiency of the irrigation water and so where 
water is limited or expensive, shorter strips are favoured . 
Grazing management and the stage of growth of non-
graze d crops greatly affect the performance of the system by 
changincr t he vegetative r etardance . Bare soil or cultivated 
s o il ~ay caIBe an eros ion hazard on steeper - strips. 
5. 3 EARTHWORKS 
This is by far the most expensive single capital item 
n t he bordered strip system (see Appendix 6). The cost can 
vary upwards from about $140 per hectare (1976 price). The 
des .i.. gn o b j ectives are ·'sually to min imise earthwork quantities 
c onsi s ent with the hydrologic and farm management consider -
ations. The basi c principle is to run the bordered strips down 
the gre a test fall. This tends to minimise cross and longi-
tudinal l evelling because the contours run at right angles to 
he strip. 
On complex t opography the greatest fall is sometimes 
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difficult to identify visually or else it is intersected in 
many places by ridges or valleys which require considerable 
earth movement to form a suitable strip in that particular 
direction. 
The wider the strip on any given cross-slope the more 
cross - levelling earthwork is required. Doubling the width 
causes twice the volume of earth to be shifted twice as far 
and leaves a higher step from one strip to the next. 
A further consideration is the removal of topsoil by 
deep cuts which reduces the fertility and hence production. 
The slope is usually allowed to vary longitudinally 
down the strips following the natural topography and graded 
out if the fall becomes adverse. This both reduces the 
earthworks and the volume of topsoil shifted compared with 
levelling on an even longitudinal slope. 
Machinery controlled by lasers is beginning to be used 
in New Zealand. These are capable of levelling a border 
on a precise plane with no cross fall. They will probably 
become very popular with contractors in the near future because 
they reduce the need for ground personnel setting out cuts and 
fills on the bordered strips. It is not clear if this is 
resulting in a lower cost for the land preparation but there 
is undoubtly some price being paid by removal of fertility 
because of the deeper cuts being made to form the plane surface. 
The present solution to this complex problem is very 
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much an art and it is an aim of this study to quantify these 
earthwork factors so that more soundly based judgements can 
be made on alternative designs from the point of view of earth-
works . 
6.0 THE FITTING OF PLANE AND WARPED SURFACES TO THE 
TERRAIN 
No reported work has been found on the calculation of 
earthwork quantities specifically for the evaluation of alter-
native bordered strip irrigation layouts of the type common in 
New Zealand . The USDA Soil Comservation Service (SCS) Hand-
book (Anon 1959) describes the volume of earthwork for contour 
bench strips in general terms depending on the slope of the land 
and a method of setti ng out the contour benches. Various tech-
niques described below have been developed for calculating 
suitable land slopes and earthwork quantities in relation to 
land levelling not only for irrigation but also for drainage. 
Land is commonly graded for furrow irrigation and to ensure 
uniformity of water application an even furrow slope and cross -
furrow slope may be specified. Such a specification requires 
a flat plane to be fitted to the natural ground surface. Many 
of the reported techniques are based on shaping the terrain into 
a flat plane with minimum earth movement and modifications there-
of . The equation describing the plane land surface is of the 
form: 
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z (xy) = ax + bY + c 
where Z (xy) is the elevation of the point at co-ordinates (X,Y) 
a is the slope in the X direction 
b i s the slope in the Y direction 
c i s the reference height at the o ri gin. 
Spot heights on a square grid pattern are required for 
most of the techniques which fit a plane to the surface. 
A brief discussion of the various techniques i s reJevant 
as t hey a r e used for comparison with the bordered strip technique 
deve l oped here i n. 
(a ) Least Squares Fitting 
Givan (1940) drew the attention of designers to the technique 
of l east squares fitting of a plane to a rectangular shaped fie l d 
whi ch was further developed by Chugg (1947) to suit an irregularly 
shaped field. 
The s ~ ope of the best plane of fit on a rectangular a r ea 
with a square grid of spot he i ghts is expr0 ssed by t he f o llowi n g 
equations: 
L: 
(DxHy ) - (A) (H) a ;:; 
B 
b l: ( DyHx ) - (A) ( H) ;:;; 
B 
where Dx = distance in stations from the y axis 
Dy = distance in stations from the x axis 
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H = sum of elevations of all the grid points. 
Hx = sum of elevations in the x direction along a 
grid line. 
Hy = sum of elevations in the y direction along a 
grid line. 
a = slope of the plane in the x direction. 
b = slope of the plane in the y direction. 
A&B = constants depending on the number of stations 
in the x and y directions. 
The cut to fill ratio is met by lowering the best plane of 
fit. 
Harris (1966 ) used a variation of the least squares technique 
and took account of the cut to fill ratio by making the sum of 
positive deviations from the best plane of fit equal to the cut to 
fill ratio times the sum of the negative deviations. 
(b) Fixed Volume Centre Method 
Ra-· u (1 960 ) developed the fixed volume centre method based 
on the two premise s : 
(i) To ensure a balance between cut and fill, the total 
volume of earth befor e and after grading shall be the same. 
(ii) To ensure least cutting and moving of earth, the 
centre of volume shall remain at the same spot before and after 
grading. 
The slopes in the x and y directions for a rectangular area 
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are determined from the following equations 
where 
b = 
a = 
a and b 
x and y 
12 
X3Y 
12 
XY 3 
= 
= 
My 
M x 
slopes in x and y directions respectively 
number of stations in X and Y directions 
respectively. 
Mx and My = moments about the x and y axes respec-
tively. 
A solut ion for non - cectangular fields made up of a 
number of rect angular blocks i s al.so presented by Raju. 
(c) Average Prc,filc M ~ti-.:a 
A practical desigri nethod discusse i by Phillips (1958) 
is to calculate the average profiles in the x and y directions 
and find a suitable x and y direction design slope based on 
slope l i mitat ions, earthwork balan ce and expe rience . 
(d) Plan Inspecti on Method 
In this method, described in the USDA Irrigation Hand-
book, section 15 (Anon 195 9 ), t he designer p r oposes design 
elevations fo r the previously surveyed stations while sim-
ultaneously consideri n g down-field slope, cross slope, earth-
work balance and haul distance . The method requires 
considerable judgement and e xperience . 
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(e ) Contour Adjustment Method 
This method, also described in the USDA Irrigation 
Handbook, consists of a trial and error adjustment of the 
contour lines on a map. It is specially suited to those 
conditions whe r e the original surveying stakes cannot be 
mai ntained in the field. It demands considerable judge-
ment of the des igner to recognise the relative importance 
of all t he facto r s involved and to select a solution which 
satisfi ES the des i gn criteria and requires least earthwork . 
(f) War ped Su rface Me t hod 
Harris et al (1966 ) described this computer method 
whi ch r epetitive ly scans the surveyed cross~field stations, 
and down -field stci:. i ons,adjusting two station segments at a 
t i me until the station levels over the whole field meet the 
design cross-fi e l d and down-field slope limits. The pla:1. 
inspection and contour adjustment methods also produce 
wa rpe d surfaces if required but need experienced designers. 
(g ) Symmetrical Res i duals Method 
Th i s method was developed by Shih et al. (1971). 
The me t hod is sui table for manual or computer use. It is 
essenti a lly a ma t hematical average profile method. 
This method was used by Shih (1975) in a computer 
programme wh i ch f irst f i ts a plane to a given area then 
adjusts the p l ane to form four different warped surfaces. 
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The programme was used in this study and it is described 
more fully below. (Section 10) . 
7. O THE CALCULATION OF EARTHWORK QUANTITIES 
7.1 Cut to Fill Ratios 
Field experience has shown that it is necessary to 
have a ratio of cut to fill greater than one to achieve the 
desired final ground surface. The reasons put forward by 
the USDA Soil Conservation Service (Anon 1959) are:-
(a) The bulk of materials moved in land levelling are top 
soils with a high organjc matter content and relatively low 
original density. 
(b) The cut areas are subjected to considerable compaction 
by earth moving equipment h2nce the yield from the area of 
cut is less than calculated. 
(c ) Level ground surfaces between grade stakes appear to 
dip in the middle. To the extent t hat operators of grading 
equipment allow this optical i l l l~sion to influence their 
judgement, crowningbetween stakes will occur . 
7.2 Calculation Methods 
A number of methods of computing earthwork volumes are 
available. The following five methods are mentioned in the 
USDA SCS Handbook (1959): 
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(a ) Prisimoidal Fo r mula 
V = L/ 6 (Al 
where v = Volume 
L = Perpendi c ul ar distance between planes 
Al = Area of one end plane 
A2 = Area of other end plane 
Am = Area of the middle section parallel to the 
e n d planes. 
(b ) The four poi nt method 
L2 ( He 2 ) 
Ve = 4 t Hc + Hf ) 
Vf = L2 ( Hf 2 ) 
4 He + Hf ) 
where Ve = Vo lume of c ut 
Vf = Volume of fill 
L = Grid spacing 
He = Sum of cuts on four corners of a square grid. 
Hf = Sum of f i lls on fou r corners of a square grid. 
(c) End area me t hod 
L 
(Al + A2 ) v = 2 
Where v = Volume of cut (or fill) 
L = Di stance between end areas. 
Al = Area of cut (or fill) 
A2 = Area of cut (or fill) 
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(d) Horizontal plane method 
v = 
Where v = Volume of cut (or fill) 
Al = Area of cut (or fill) horizontal plane 
A2 = Area of cut (or fill) horizontal plane 
H = Vertical distance between the two 
horizontal planes. 
(e) Summation Method 
Ve = L2 L: He 
Vf = L2 L: Hf 
Where Ve = Volume of cut 
Vf = Volume of fill 
L = Square grid spacing 
He Depth of cut 
Hf = Depth of fill 
Another method described by Shih (1970) considered 
the six possible combinat ions of cut and fill of 4 spot height 
readings arranged in a square and developed a series of 
equations to calculate the volumes of cut and fill in each 
case. It is described as the "end grid area method". This 
method yields a calculated volume of earthwork which corres-
ponds to:-
End grid area method= 0.6 x four point method+ 0.4 x 
summation method. 
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7.3 Earth Transportati on 
Harris e t al (1 966 ) described a method of calculating 
the minimum distance of haul for a paddock with known cut and 
fill requirements at grid points. The method used linear 
programming to minimise the haul distance . 
7. 4 Accuracy of Vo l ume Determination 
Botman et a l {1975) discussed the theoretical accuracy 
of volume determination for topographic surfaces on the 
assumpti on that the surface could be described as by a 
covariance functi o n of the type: 
Cov (i, j ) = a 2 e- 2 J (i, j )/c 
whe r e a 2 deno t es the variance of the function 
d (i,j ) is the distance between the two points i and j 
c is t he distance over which there is a detectable 
correlati on between data points. 
Because in any one paddock, c is likely to vary over 
a wi de range t he application of this method is unlikely to be 
successful in the present context. 
8 . 0 THE APPLICAT ION OF STANDARD EARTHWORK CALCULATING 
METHODS TO BORDERED STRIPS . 
The foregoing discussion of typical New Zealand bordered 
strip irrigation and standard des i gn and calculation methods 
serves to point out a number of areas in which the New Zealand 
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techniques differ from overseas methods. A major influence 
is the use of surface irrigation for cropping overseas, 
whereas it is used extensively for pastoral farming in New 
Zealand . 
In par ticular, the differences are summarised below:-
(a) With the e xception of the contour adjustment method, 
all of the surface fitting me t hods rely on a staking of the 
paddock in a grid fash ion and a grid of spot heights being 
available to fi t the surface. In the New Zealand system cuts 
and fills for each bordered strip are calculated from levels 
reasured i n the fie l d d uring construction (see Section 4 . S(d)). 
(b) Earthwork calculation methods rely on a grid of spot 
heights being available with the e xception of the horizontal 
plane method, the e nd a r ea method, and the contour adjustment 
method. 
(c) Experience with t he contouring techniques (Part I) 
indi cated that the normal o verseas grid size of about 30m 
(100 ft) i s not always suffi cient to adequately describe the 
ground sur face on the geologically recent river planes on 
which much surface irrigati on is practi.sed i n New Zealand . 
(d ) To apply the surface fitting technique to bordered 
strip irrigation restrains the paddock cross-slope to be not 
more than the tolerable bordered strip cross-slope. This 
would require e xcess ive earthwo r ks in some cases. 
(e) The direction of the downs l ope lines of field readings 
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presupposes that this is the best direction for the strips 
to follow " This may no t always be the case. 
( f) None of the above surface fitting techniques is suited 
to fitting a seri es of long narrow surfaces with very small 
cross-slope and variable longitudinal-slope. Width variation 
and changes in direction of the bordered strips are also 
beyond the scope of the above methods. 
(g) The more rapid methods of design of surfaces rely on 
experienced personnel. No quantitative differences between 
designs are available from these methods . 
It was concluded that the overseas design and calcu-
lation methods are not app ropriate for the New Zealand 
conditions and that a more flex i ble system must be developed. 
A modi fied version of the earthwork programme, written by 
Shih et al (1975), is used below for comparison with New 
Zealand methods (Secti on 10.0). 
9. 0 THE DEVELOPMENT OF A BORDE RED STRIP EARTHWORK 
CALCULATIN G PROGRAMME. 
9 .1 Existing Programmes 
Enquires were made as to the suitability of the N.Z. 
Ministry of Works and Development's ROADS programme (Graphic 
2 Users Manual, Anon 1974) because the formation of a number 
of strips down a paddock is s i milar to building a number of 
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roads. The two main problems with using this programme are 
that the ROADS programme requires detailed specifications of 
grades and that the programme is not easily accessible being 
not available on the University computer. As no other useful 
earthwork programmes were available, it was decided to develop 
a programme especially fo r the purpose. 
9. 2 Earthwork Programme Characteristics 
Although an earthwork calculating programme is poten-
tially useful for cos t estimation and as a teaching aid, it is 
expected to be most useful in the evaluation of alternative 
bordered strip layouts . The programme is therefore, designed 
to minimise the numbe r of parameters which must be specified 
in order to detail the alternative layouts of the borders . 
A useful feature would be that the programme could be 
run in an interactive mode for the evaluation of alternatives. 
The programme, as it stands, batch p r ocesses alternative 
designs but it could eas ily be converted to work in an inter-
active mode on a graphic d i splay screen using a light pen to 
rapidly delineate the irrigati on layout. 
Earthwork programmes usually provide design levels to 
guide the machine operato r s . It was considered superfluous 
to provide such information in the case of the typical New 
Zealand system of construction because setting out the levels 
would be more trouble than their worth. Such information is 
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easily available from the programme but it is voluminous 
2nd would be unwieldy in the field . Instead the programme 
aims to modify the surface ( represented by a Digital Terrain 
Model (D.T.M. )) within each bordered strip to obtain the 
desired surface with near minimum earth movement. The 
emphasis is placed on t he volume of earth moved and the 
haul d i stance rather than the levels achieved. The under-
lying assumption in this programme is that, given a strip 
of land def i ned by its boundaries, the present field con-
struction practices (Section 4 . 5 ) will result in a near 
minimum volume of earthwork which is s i milar to the volume 
derived by calculation based on the data used to draw the 
contour plan or any othe r suitable data which may be 
available . 
9.3 Terra in Dat a Pr eparation 
In order to make use of da t a f r om any of the computer 
survey data process ing systems men tioned in Part I, as well 
as other manually processed data , a general purpose programme 
to convert randomly spaced or regularly spaced data to a 
square grid D.T . M. of any specified gri d size was written. 
This programme uses the inverse di stance squared weighting 
methods described above i n Section 3 . 4.4. The conversion of 
all data to a D.T . M. has the advantages of minimising data 
stor age requirements and also provides a co-ordinate system 
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on which it is easy to specify any position either on or 
between grid points . To make it easy to see the position 
of the D. T.M. data points in relation to the original survey 
data points a printout is made showing the grid points on a 
half inch square gri d (corresponding to every 5th character 
position along a line of printout and every 4th line) along 
with the other data . The desired gri d spacing on the 
terrain dictates the scale of thi s printout. The D.T.M. 
is stored on a disk f i le, alcng with the grid spacing and a 
title . Any programme which references whe D. T.M. uses the 
stored title and grid spacing to a void any confusion of data. 
9 . 4 Bo r dered Strip Layout Data 
In order to calculate earthwork quantities for land 
preparation, each individual strip must be calculated separ-
ately. To supply the computer wi th details of the boundaries 
of each individual strip would be exceedingly tedious. The 
programme has been written to use the x,y, D.T.M. co-ordinates 
of any 4 points (whi ch need no t be grid nodes ) on the surface 
and automatically divide the a r ea bounded by the points into 
strips. The four points a r e specifi ed in order around the 
periphery of the area . The f irs t two relate to the headrace 
end and the second two r e l ate t o t he wipe off end . The 
number of strips in the area may be specified, otherwise the 
area is automatically divided up i nto strips of approximately 
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12m width. 
This system of specifying the strips allows them to 
fan out or to taper in or to take the form of any quadrala-
teral. Curved strips cannot be accommodated unless they may 
be approximated to two or more straight sections. Vertical 
continuity where the straight sections join may be achieved 
by specifying the level at the intersection. 
On undulating ground where the top end of the strip 
may have to be lowered to give fall from the headrace or where 
the lower end of a strip may have to be raised to allow drain-
age onto the wipe off a r ea, the maximum top end height and the 
minimum lower end he i ght may be specified. These limits may 
be defined by specifying spot heights for the four corners of 
the block of strips . (The headrace end of the wipe off end 
height limits may be specified independently). The height 
specifications define lines above which none of the top ends 
of the stri ps in a block may remain and below which none of the 
lower ends of the strips in a block may remain. 
9 .5 Earthwork Calculation Procedure for Bordered 
Strips . 
For each individual strip a series of cross sections 
is defined by interpolation from the D.T.M o They run at right 
angles to the centre line of each bordered strip. The spacing 
of the c ross secti ons and t he number of interpolated spot 
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heights used to define the cross sections may be varied. 
The earthwork required at any given cut to fill ratio to 
level the cross section to any given tolerance is calcul-
ated by the end area method described in section 7. It 
was found that because a small depth over a large area 
results in a large volume of earthworks a tolerance which 
would be acceptable i n practice was necessary for the cross-
levelling so that unrealistically high values of earthwork 
were not produced by the programme. A cross levelling 
tolerance of ~O . Olm is usually specified. Areas in cut are 
reduced to +0.0lm and areas in fill are raised to -0.0lm 
with respect to the e xact design level. 
Once cross-levelling is completed the long section of 
the strip is examined to see if the grade is less than any 
specified minimum value and if the strip is above the maximum 
specified headrace end height or below the minimum specified 
wipe-off end height. Longitudinal- levelling is carried out 
to satisfy the above checks by shifting volumes of soil in the 
areas where cut is required to the closest position where fill 
is allowed, while satisfying any given cut to fill ratio. 
The summation method i s used to calculate longi tudinal-- level-
ling earthwork volumes. (see Sect.ion 7. 2). In practice, 
cross-levelling and longi tudinal-levelling operations may not 
be separate items because soil may be shifted from one side of 
a strip and carried a distance along the strip before being 
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deposited on the other si de of the strip. The overall 
effect is s i milar however, and it is informative to differen-
tiate between the two. 
9 . 6 Soil Surplus or Deficit 
Should there be surplus soil in the strip such that 
r aising of t he headrace end or removing soil from the strip 
is necessary, this is stated on the computer output. The 
excess volume of soil i s also calculated. This facility can 
also be used t o calcul a te the volume of mounds of soil which 
may r equire s hifting before the levelling of the strip commences. 
Similarly, the volume of soil necessary to fill in 
any hollow can be calculated. 
9 .7 Excessive Cuts 
Should the cut from the natural ground exceed any 
speci f i ed value, then the vo lume of so i l in all such areas is 
calculated down to this specified depth. The idea is to give 
some indication of t he topsoil volume which may have to be 
stockpi led while addi tional cuts are made into the subsoil 
followed b y topsoil respreading . Because the specified depth 
is constant it also se rves as an i ndication of the area of 
subsoil exposed by the earthmoving operations with a conse-
quent loss in fertility if the p r actice of topsoil respreading 
is not followed. 
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9.8 Borders or Levees 
The volume of the borders, especially on even ground, 
canre a very significan t fraction of the total earthworks . 
Since this volume is taken from over the whole area, but does 
not amount to a significant depth (approx. O.Olm) over the 
whole area, it is calculated out separately as the cross 
section of the borde r s multiplied by their length and not 
considered as a part of cross-levelling or longitudinal-
levelling. The mounds a r e in fact formed by one sweep of 
the grader blade down each side of the mound. This leaves 
the strips slightly c r owned and so flattening of the bordered 
strips is necessary if no other earth movement is required. 
9.9 Wipe-Off Ar eas 
/ 
The wipe-offs are essentially bordered strips and may 
be dealt with as such . The complicating factor, however, is 
that usually the wi pe-offs serve as borrow areas for the head-
races. It is not always clear from which area in the wipe-
off that the soil wi l l be bor r owed. If the volume of fill 
required to construct any adjacent headrace is greater than 
the sum of the cuts and f ills required to form the wipe-off 
then it may be reasonable to assume that no further gross earth 
movements will be necessary in the wipe-off area once the 
headrace has been formed. 
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9 . 10 Haul Distances 
For each i ndividual bordered strip, the distance 
between the centre of volume of cut and the centre of 
volume of fi l l is calculated. This gives a reasonable 
indication of the a ve r age haul distance of earth during 
longitudinal- leve lling within a bo r dered strip as long 
as there is on l y one mai n a r ea of cut and one of fill. 
9.11 Headr aces 
By speci f y i n g t he headrace cross section, length of 
groups, mi n i mum d r op s , minimum he i ght of lowest group and 
ma ximum he i ght of the upstream group, a second programme 
can be used o n the D. T . M. stored on the computer di s k to 
calculat e e a r thwork quanti ties associ ated with headraces. 
The headrace must be broken down into straight sections 
and the upstream and downstream x , y co-ordinates specified. 
The compute r i s ab l e to calcula t e the volume of 
soi l in cut o r fi l l r equired to build up a headrace plat-
form wi th any given cut to f i l l rati o . 
Because of c onstr a i nts on the up and downstream sill 
levels, it i s some times necessary t o have the sills closer 
to the natura l gr ound than some specifi ed value. Should 
this be the case, t he places where t he condition e xists are 
noted in the computer output. Appr op r iate action can then 
be taken to specify ma ximum values fo r the headrace end of 
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of bordered strips in these places. 
The volume of soil cut from the platform to form any 
specified race cross section is also calculated. 
9.12 Supply Races 
A supply race is a special case of headrace and is 
dealt with by calculating the volume of soil in cut and/or 
fill to form a sloping platform from the upstream to the 
downstream line that the race follows. The excess or deficit 
of cut compared with fill indicates whether additional soil 
will be required or whether soil will need to be hauled away. 
9.13 Steps in using the Earthwork Programmes 
(a) Calculate the volume of cut/fill required for the 
headrace in the paddock at the wipe-off end of the bordered 
strip. 
(b) Consider the wipe off area in relation to (a) above 
and outfalls for drainage. 
(c) Calculate the volume of soil in the headraces and 
note any areas where it is necessary to reduce the height of 
the headrace end of the borders. 
(d) Using the upstream and downstream height constraints 
(if necessary) divide the paddocks up into suitable areas and 
calculate the bordered strip earthwork quantities. 
(e) Calculate supply race volumes. 
(f) Re-calculate as necessary to balance earthworks in the 
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various phases of the work. 
10.0 THE N.C . S . U. PROGRAMME 
10.l Descrip tion 
A computer programme written at the North Carolina 
State University was obtained for comparison with the 
methods of earthwork calculation described in Section 9.0. 
A listing of the programme together with a general description 
is given by Shih et al (1975). A brief description of the 
programme is given he r e . 
The program uses the symmetrical residuals method 
(Section 6 (g)) to fit a plane to any irregularly shaped field 
with level readings or reduced levels at grid points 100 feet 
apart. The actual paddock boundary may be described as 
departures from the recorded spot height positions near the 
boundaries . The plane of best fit is adjusted according to 
the maximum and minimum cross-field and dowrr-field slopes 
specifi~d by the user . The series of warped surfaces below 
are also calculated b y the programme . 
(a) Variable slope with down and cross - field drainage. 
(b) Uniform slope in individual down-field lines of data 
and variable slope in the cross-field direction ~ith down 
and cross-field drainage . 
(c) uniform slope in the individual down-field lines of 
data with down-field drainage and a minimum and maximum cross-
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field slope and no cross-field drainage. 
(d) Variable down and cross-field slopes with no cross-
field drainage. 
The various surfaces above are formed using relaxation 
methods beginning with the original data and the plane surface 
found by the above method. The original spot heights are 
in turn compared with the calculated plane surface spot heights 
and if the plane surface is in fill, the design warped surface 
is made lower than the plane surface and tested to see if it 
is consistent with the slope limitations of the particular 
design. Similarly if the plane surface is in cut the design 
warped surface is adjusted upward and tested for conformity to 
the slope limitations. 
10.2 Modifications to the NCSU Programme 
10.2.1 Grid Size 
The first major limitation of the program.me under New 
Zealand conditions is that the fixed square grid size of 100 
feet assumed in the programme does not fit the usual size of 
surveyed grid and is therefore not consistent with existing 
data. Experience with data collection for the production of 
contour plans indicates that under many circumstances a smaller 
distance between grid points is necessary to describe the 
ground surface. 
The progranune was modified to use a specified variable 
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grid spacing. 
10.2 . 2 Units of Measurement 
The progr am was modified to work in S.I. units from 
f. p. s. uni ts . 
10 . 2.3 Con t our Display 
As an a i d to the appreciation of the original surface 
and the modif i cations to the surface by the programme, a 
contouring subroutine was i ncorporated which displays the 
origi nal contou r s of t he ground and the contours of the 
various des i gn s urfac es as wel l as contours of cut and fill 
to achieve the des i gn sur faces. The surfaces may also be 
shown as three dimensional projecti ons in the latest versions 
of this programme (Figure 12.1 ) 
10 . 2 . 4 Data Rotati on 
The or i g i nal programme assumed that the desired 
direction of the down fie l d- slope i s determined by the direction 
of the lines of field readings i n t he downfield-direction. 
It does not allow the des i gne r to test other directions for 
the downfield slope. 
A subroutine was wr itten to define a new set of data 
points based on t he o riginal data wi t h downfield-lines at any 
direction to the ori g i nal downfie l d ··l i nes. 
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11.0 COMPARISON OF THE EARTHWORKS USING THE N.C.S.U. AND 
THE BORDERED STRIP PROGRAMME. 
11.1 Terrain Data 
Four areas of 9 ha on different terrain types, but 
all suitable for bordered strip irrigatio~ were selected for 
this exercise . These areas had previously been surveyed on 
a lOm x lOm grid by Winchmore Irrigation Research Station 
staff. The grid system ensures that the data are not affected 
by the surveying technique of the surveyer, but it does not 
ensure that all salient points are recorded. The more even 
terrain is probably more accurately represented by the grid 
of spot heights than the rough terrain. The data are very 
dense compared with most surveys of this type so this tends 
to lessen the importance of terrain type on the data. 
11. 2 Method of Comparison 
The two programmes are not strictly comparable because 
they each calculate earthwork quantities appropriate to their 
particular type of land preparation. It is of interest, 
however, to compare the volumes of soil shifted using the 
different methods. cost comparisons could be made if cost-
ing rates for the vari ous soil shifting operations were 
available. 
A range of variables is written into each programme. 
The variable values were selected as 'normal' values except 
Figure 11.1 
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Winchmore terrain 
Hanrahan terrain 
Three dimensional projec tions of Winchmore 
and Hanrahan terrain. 
Figure 11.2 
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Waiau terrain 
Hurst terrain 
Three dimensional projections of 
Waiau and Hurst terrain. 
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that the field cross -~slope for the N. c . s. u. programme was 
limited to +0.16 percent which would be appropriate if this 
land preparation method were used for bordered strip irrigation. 
In the comparison, the lines of data closest to the 
maximum fall were taken ~s the 'downfield' direction for the 
N.C.S.U . programme and as the bordered strip direction. The 
bordered strip ran the full length of the areas. 
Table 11.1 l i sts the principal variables used in the 
comparison and table 11.2 lists the results of the comparison. 
The four areas are shown in Figures 11 . 1 and 11 . 2 . 
11.3 Discussion 
Table 11 . 2 shows the volume of soil which must be 
shifted to form the general shape of the ground only and does 
not include the volume of soil which would be used to form 
the levees between the strips . An additional volume of soil 
may be shifted where excess i ve depths of cut expose subsoil, 
in cases where it is the practice to undercut the subsoil and 
respread the topsoil . 
In all cases the volume of so i l sh i fted by the N.C . S.U. 
programme i s greater than the bordered strip p rogranµne. It 
is noticeable that as the topography becomes rougher, the 
volume calculated by the bordered strip programme becomes a 
larger proportion of the N. C. S.U . volume. A corollary to 
this is that there is a very much nar rowe r range of earthwork 
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quantities for the range of terrain types using the N.C.S.U. 
system (2:1) than for the bordered strip system (10:1). 
The range of quantities for any one area is small for 
the N.C.S.U. system but it did show the trend in decreasing 
earthworks of : plane surface, b,a,c,d, as noted by Shih 
(1971 (a)). The narrow range of values can be explained by 
the fact that any field cross slope can be accommodated by a 
step between strips in the bordered strip programme but any 
steep slope must be levelled out to wi thin the cross slope 
tolerance in the N.C.S . U. programme. A wider cross field 
slope tolerance would significantly reduce the type d sur-
face earthworks but it would be unsatisfactory for subse-
quently forming bordered strips without further earth move-
ment within the strips (see section 12.2 ). 
11.4 Conclusion 
There is considerably less earthwork required to grade 
the land to a suitable surface fo r irrigation within the 
bordered strips compared with grading the whole area to a 
suitable surface before forming the bordered strip levees. 
Downfield Direction 
Maximum Slope 
Minimum Slope 
Crossfield Direction 
Maximum Slope 
Minimum Slope 
Cut to Fill Ratio 
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N.c . s.u. 
Cut to Fill Tolerance 
BORDERED STRIP 
Strip Width 
Cross Levelling Tole rance 
Minimum Longitudi nal Fall 
Cut to fill ratio 
10.0 
0.1 
0 . 16 
-0.16 
1. 25 
0.1 
12 
0.01 
0.1 
1. 25 
percent 
II 
II 
II 
m 
m 
percent 
Table 11. l Principal Variable Values Used in Earthworks 
Comparison 
NAME 
Terrain 
Maximum 
Average 
Slope 
Plane 
Surface 
a* 
b* 
c* 
d* 
CL* 
LL* 
TOTAL 
RATIO* 
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WINCHMORE HANRAHAN WAIAU 
Very Even Rough 
Even 
0.6% 0.7% 0.25% 
N.C.S.U. PROGRAMME 
480 519 492 
4 78 519 489 
478 519 490 
4 70 503 446 
451 498 428 
BORDERED STRIP PROGRAMME 
37.6 55.8 
32.0 20.5 
69.9 76. 3 
15.4% 15.3% 
61. 4 
168.5 
229.9 
53 ~ 7% 
HURST 
Very 
Rough 
0.4% 
1056 
1050 
1052 
1008 
992 
129.0 
557.0 
686.0 
69% 
* Legend - see over 
Table 11. 2 Earthwork Quantities in Cubic Metres per Hectare 
for Four Different Terrain Types. 
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* Legend for Table 11 . 2 - on previous page . 
a Variable slope with down and cross-field drainage. 
b Uniform slope in i ndividual down-field lines of data 
and variable slope i n the cross-field direction with 
down and cross-field drainage . 
c Uniform slope in individual down-f i eld lines of data 
with down- fi e ld drainage and a mi nimum and maximum 
cross-field slope and no cross-field drainage. 
d Variable down and cross-field slopes with no cross-
field drainage . 
CL Cross-levelling with i n bordered strips. 
LL Longitudinal-level ling within bo r dered strips. 
RATIO The vo lume CL + LL expressed as a percentage of the 
type "d" surface earthworks volume. 
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12.0 MINIMISING EARTHWORKS USING THE EARTHWORK PROGRAMMES 
12.1 Terrain Data 
For this exercise an 11.5 hectare paddock was chosen 
which is a part of the North Rakaia Irrigation Scheme. A 
20m x 20m grid of spot heights was deduced from a contour 
plan which had been drawn by the plane table method. There 
was good agreement between the original contour plan and the 
computer plan produced from the derived data and so the spot 
heights were accepted as representative of the area. For 
the sake of the exercise alone, it is not essential that the 
surface is represented exactly, but for the sake of authen-
ticity it is better to be realistic. 
The surface has two major valleys and the general slope 
running at about 45 degrees from the downfield-lines of data. 
(See Figure 12.1). 
12.2 The N.C.S.U. Programme 
A contribution to the N.C.S.U. programme as a result 
of this study is the addition of a data rotation subroutine 
which should allow the designer to select the best direction 
in which to run the downfield slope. It can be seen on Table 
12.2 that with a 45 degree rotation, so that the downfield-
slope runs down the major valleys, there is an increase in 
the earthwork quantities of surface types a and b, and a 
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reduction in type c and d surfaces. The reason is that when 
the down-field slope runs directly down the major fall any 
cross-field drainage must be achieved by earthworks. Where 
cross-field drainage is not required (type "c" and "d" surfaces) 
the field can be graded with considerably less earthwork. 
To achieve the data rotation, the programme interpolates 
a new set of spot heights running in the desired direction 
which results in a smoothing effect on the surface and tends 
to reduce the calculated volume of earthwork. The effect is 
reduced by decreasing the grid spacing of the interpolated spot 
heights as is shown in Table 4 where the spacing has been 
reduced to 15m. Although it would be desirable to reduce the 
grid spacing considerably to achieve a more exact earthwork 
quantity, there are a number of practical limitations. For 
example: reducing the grid spacing by a factor of two increases 
the number of field stations, the number of elements in the 
data arrays and the computer processing time by a factor of 
four . 
The design slopes are major factors in determining the 
earthwork quantities. If the earthwork volumes for 20m grid 
size and zero degrees rotation (Table 12.2) are compared it 
can be seen that the more restrictive slope limits of Table 
11.1 required more earthworks than the slope limits of Table 
12 .1. This is true on all except the plane surface in this 
example. 
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N.c.s.u. PROGRAMME 
Downfield direction 
Maximum Slope 
Minimum Slope 
Crossfield direction 
Maximum Slope 
Minimum Slope 
Cut to Fill Ratio 
Cut to Fill Tolerance 
0.5 
0.1 
1. 0 
0.0 
1. 25 
0.1 
percent 
II 
II 
II 
BORDERED STRIP PROGRAMME 
Strip Width 
Cross-Levelling Tolerance 
Minimum Longitudinal Fall 
Cut to Fill Ratio 
Topsoil depth 
Height of Levees 
12 (approx) M 
0.01 M 
0.2 
1. 25 
0.1 
0.4 
percent 
M 
M 
Table 12 .1 Principal Variable Values Used in Earthworks 
Minimising. 
SLOPE LIMITS 
GRID SIZE 
ROTATION 
FLAT PLANE 
a* 
b* 
c * 
d* 
Table 
12.1 
20 rn 
916 
6 82 
789 
668 
513 
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Table 
12.1 
20 rn 
86 8 
861 
86 8 
380 
275 
Table 
12.1 
15 m 
92 7 
921 
926 
418 
313 
Table 
11.1 
20 rn 
00 
916 
914 
915 
883 
836 
* Legend - Refer to Legend of Table 11.2 
Table 12. 2 Earthwork Quantities in Cubic Metres per 
Hectare Using Variations of the N.C.S.U. 
Programme. 
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12.3 The Bordered Strip Programme 
The following discussion refers to data shown on 
Table 12.3. 
The layout numbers in Table 12.3 refer to the layouts 
shown in Figures 12.2 and 12.3. Figure 12.1 shows a three 
dimensional projection of the surface before earthworks. 
12.3.1 Cross - levelling 
The volume of cross-levelling in all layouts is very 
similar with the layout of borders across the page (No.s 2 
and 4) being slightly lower than the other predominantly 
down the page layouts. 
12.3.2 Longitudinal- Levelling 
The most significant changes in earthwork volumes are 
shown in the changes in longitudinal- levelling. The exper-
ienced designer would be unlikely to choose layouts 2 or 4 
unless there was some other pressing reason more important 
than the cost of earthworks because of the mound in the top 
right-hand corner of the contour plan. 
were tested for the sake of completeness. 
These two layouts 
In comparing layouts 1 and 5, it is shown that re-
ducing the strip length alone reduces the earthworks. This 
is because a shorter strip, if it ends in a valley, does not 
require the longitudinal-- levelling of a strip which requires 
the valley to be filled in. 
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Original contours 
Contour interval 0.25 m 
Scale 5000:1 (approx) 
Layout 2 
Layout 1 
Layout 3 
The arrows indicate the bordered strip direction 
Figure 12.2 Bordered strip layout numbers 1 to 3 
on North Rakaia terrain. 
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Layout 4 Layout 5 
Layout 6 Layout 7 
The arrows indicate the bordered strip direction 
Figure 12.3 Bordered strip layout numbers 4 to 7 
on North Rakaia terrain. 
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The reducti0n in earthworks from layouts 5 to 6 is 
not very great. The computer output showed that most of 
the earthwork volume in layout 6 was associated with the 
strips in the lower left and upper right of the plan where 
the strip began in a valley and passed over a ridge. By 
changing the pattern slightly to layout 7, there is a very 
significant reduction in earthworks. 
Like layout 6, layout 3 has a very significant 
volume of earthworks associated with the bordered strips in 
the lower left and the upper right of the contour plan. 
12 . 3 . 3 Levees or Border Mounds 
As would be expected, the volume of soil associated 
with the levees is very similar for all layouts because the 
total length of the strips is similar in all layouts when 
the strips are all of roughly the same width. 
In layout 7, the levee volume is greater than both 
the cross and longitudinal levelling. It is not expected 
that the cost of forming the levees would be greater than 
the cost of the other operations, however, because of the 
relative simpl i city of forming the mounds by grader. 
The actual volume of soil used to form the levees 
depends on the height of the mounds. The height assumed 
for this exercise is 0.4m of compacted earth, which is a 
generous allowance compared with normal field practice. 
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Layout No . 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Cross -
Levelling 69 . 2 50.4 71. 4 50.4 69.4 66.8 72.3 
Longitudinal-
Levelling 299.6 815.9 295.7 716.2 203.9 160.2 96.8 
Levees 112.6 118.2 113.9 118.2 112.7 12 3. 2 111.4 
Stockpiled 
Cross -
Levelling 4.4 1. 8 6.6 1. 8 4.4 4.9 7.8 
Stockpiled 
Longitudi-
nal -
Levelling 140.0 272 . 6 114.6 268.8 81. 0 55.9 30.7 
Table 12.3 Earthwork Quantities in Cubic Metres per Hectare 
for Various Paddock Layouts Using the Bordered 
Strip Programme (See Figures 12.2 and 12. 3). 
Longitudinal Slope Earth Quantity Longitudinal 
Levelling 
Table 12. 4 
0.1 percent 
0.2 " 
0. 3 " 
0.4 II 
236.4 
299.6 
368.4 
4 86. 2 
Earthwork Quantities in Cubic Metres per Hectare 
for Various Longitudinal Minimum Slopes for Layout 
No. 1 (Figure 12.2.). 
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The volume of 111 cubic metres per hectare can be considered 
as a depth of only 0.0llm over the area. 
12.3.4 Stockpiled Topsoil During Cross-Levelling 
In all layouts this volume was small. It is noticeable 
that in layouts 6 and 7 where an effort was made to run the 
strips along the valleys, that there is a slight increase in 
stockpiling the topsoil during cross-levelling. This is due 
to the cross ~levelling along the steep valley sides. 
12. 3. 5 Stockpiled Topsoil During Longitudinal-
Levelling 
In Section 9.7, it is indicated that the volume of 
stockpiling can be interpreted as the area over which the 
soil would be removed to greater than the specified topsoil 
depth. (O.lm in this case). In layout 1, about 14% of 
the area would have the topsoil removed. Layout 2 would 
have 27% of its topsoil removed, whereas layout 7 would have 
about 3.1% removed. Herein lies an as yet unquantified 
factor in layout design which is the cost of removing top-
soil in terms loss of fertility and hence production from 
these areas. Naturally, the layout which requires the 
least earthworks also has the least effect on the topsoil. 
12.3.6 Minimum Longitudinal Slope 
Superimposed on the effects of changes in layout is 
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the effect the minimum longitudinal slope has on the total 
earthworks. The bordered strip programme shifts soil 
within a bordered strip so that there is fall from the 
headrace to the wipe-off and allows the slope to vary as 
long as there is no adverse fall, or fall less than a 
specified minimum value. 
Table 12.4 shows the effect of changes in minimum 
slope on the longi tudinal·-levelling volume. As would be 
expected, the volume increases with increase in the 
minimum slope. At the slope of 0.4%, 13 of the 27 
longitudinal bordered strips did not have sufficient fall in 
their undisturbed state so fall had to be created by raising 
the headrace end of the bordered strip. 
automatically by the programme. 
12.4 Summary 
This is done 
The N.c.s.u. programme allows the designer to minimise 
earthworks by shaping the ground to form plane or warped 
surfaces with varying degrees of freedom in the cross and 
down-field slopes. Not demonstrated here, because the 
paddock chosen was small, is that the earthworks may in some 
cases be reduced by using the N.C.S.U. programme on sub-
areas within the field. 
The bordered strip programme allows the designer to 
alter the layout of the bordered strips to best suit the 
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terrain in order to minimise earthworks. This allows the 
designe r flexibility, not available in the N cs u .... programme, 
to cope with ~solated irregularities in the field which would 
otherwise require large volumes of earthwork. It also allows 
the designer to more fully use his design skill although a 
high level of skill is not required to use it in simple 
cases. 
13.0 COMPARISON OF ESTIMATED EARTHWORK QUANTITIES AND 
EARTHMOVING MACHINE TIMES 
13. 1 Introduction 
The opportuni ty was taken to record the earthwork 
machine times during land preparation work for bordered strip 
irrigati on on "Lyndhurst Farm" belonging to Lincoln College. 
The terrain is even with a maximum general fall of about 0.5%. 
The area had previously been surveyed using the computer grid 
survey method described above (Section 3.2). Figure 13 . 1 
shows the contour plan of the area with the bordered strip 
layout. 
13 . 2 Method 
The aim was to record the times taken in the field of 
the earthmoving machinery as they performed the operations of 
cross and longitudinak- levelling within each individual strip. 
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On the particular paddock examined the terrain is very even, 
so a small quantity of earthworks ~as required compared with 
the examples in Sections 11 and 12. 
The machine operators were free to grade the bordered 
strips in the manner which best suited them. Unfortunately, 
there was no control over the number of machines operating in 
the area or the changes in operators. Two graders were used:-
a Caterpillar 14G (134 KW) and a Caterpillar 14E (112 KW). 
Their differences in rate of work were assumed to be in 
proportion to their power and their times were corrected 
accordingly. 
Another uncontrolled factor was the weather which 
caused an interruption to the work on a number of occasions. 
During the earthwork operations, the soil, which is a 
silt loam, remained moist and very little dust was generated 
by the machines. The soil was cultivated and sod-free 
before the earthwork machines began and the earthwork times 
were recorded after the levees had been formed. 
In the strips studied, there was very little longi-
tudinal-levelling required. It was difficult to identify 
the longitudinal-levelling during the field operations so 
the cross and longitudinal-levelling times were lumped to-
gether. 
Table 13.l shows the principal variable values used in 
the calculation of the earthwork volumes. 
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Strip width 12.5 M 
Cross-levelling tolerance 0.01 M 
Minimum longitudinal fall 0.3 percent 
Cut to fill ratio 1. 25 
Table 13.1 Princif al Variable Values Used in the Bordered 
Strip Programme to Estimate Earthwork Volumes 
for Machine Time Comparison 
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Figure 13.l Bordered strip layout on the Lyndhurst 
Farm Paddock. 
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strip 
No. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
Corrected 
Machine 
Time 
(Mins) 
42 
46 
28 
54 
28 
35 
23 
32 
31 
28 
19 
19 
11 
. 22 
19 
19 
19 
33 
34 
23 
46 
54 
55 
50 
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Cross -
Levelling 
Vo~ume 
(M ) 
ll. 7 
ii. 7 
7.9 
7.8 
6. 8 
6.7 
6.7 
6.9 
6.5 
5.7 
5.4 
2.9 
2.7 
0.9 
0.9 
6.3 
7.0 
5.3 
5.3 
5.1 
5.4 
7.2 
10.8 
10.9 
Longitudinal-
Levelling 
Vo~ume 
(M ) 
66.4 
30. 4 
4.9 
3.3 
3.5 
3.9 
4.0 
3.7 
3.1 
1.1 
0.4 
o.o 
0.0 
0.0 
0.4 
0.8 
0.9 
0.8 
0.3 
2.4 
15.5 
32.3 
46.6 
58. 5 
Cross and 
Longitudinal 
Le~elling Volume 
(M ) 
78.1 
42.1 
12.8 
11.1 
10.3 
10.6 
10.7 
10.6 
9.6 
6.8 
5.8 
2.9 
2. 7 
0.9 
1. 3 
7.1 
7.9 
6.1 
5.6 
7.5 
20.9 
39.5 
57.4 
69.4 
Table 13.2 comparison of Earthmoving Machine Times and 
Estimated Earthwork Volumes for Bordered Strips. 
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13.3 Results 
Table 13.2 lists the results of this test. 
are shown graphically in Figures 13 . 2 and 13.3. 
They 
In spite of the uncontrolled factors in the test, 
there was a correlation between the earthworks and the time 
taken by the earthwork machinery. 
Linear regression analysis yielded the following 
equations -
T = 0.45 LL+ 26.73 
T = 3 . 09 CL+ 12.18 
(r = 0.686) 
( r = 0.688) 
T = 0 . 41 (CL + LL ) + 24.44 (r = 0.706) 
T = 0 . 2 5 LL + 1. 7 8 CL + 17.5 7 ; ( r = 0. 7 34) 
where T = Time in minutes 
LL = Volume of longitudinal-levelling (M3 ) 
CL = " 11 cross 11 (M
3
) 
r = Correlation coefficient. 
13.4 Discuss i on 
The correlation coefficient of 0.734 indicates that 
about 53% of the total variance can be explained by the 
regression us i ng the calculated volumes of cross-levelling 
and longitudinal-levelling earthworks. 
Other possible causes of variance are:-
(a) Variation in operator skill or speed 
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(b) Variation in soil moisture throughout the test. 
(c) Incorrect assumption concerning the relative rates 
of work for the two machines. 
(d) Inaccuracy in volume estimates caused by inaccuracies 
in the terrain model or by approximations in the calculation 
technique or the assumed cut to fill ratio. 
(e) Earthwork associated with cross levelling the strips 
to remove the crown left in the centre of the strip following 
the forming of the levees. (Section 9.8). 
(f) Minor levelling of surface irregularities too small to 
be measured by the normal surveying methods. 
The fact that all the constant terms in the above 
equations are positive, would strongly indicate that there is 
additional earthwork possibly associated with (e) or (f) 
above. There is perhaps also a tendency on the part of the 
operators to move soil in such a way that the final surface 
is well within the slope limitations and not exactly to the 
relevant minimum and maximum values used in the earthwork 
estimates. 
It is unfortunate that a greater degree of control 
could not have been exercised so that only one grader and 
one experienced operator was being used on the whole job. 
The difficulty is that such a restriction would have inter-
ferred with the progress of the job and perhaps altered the 
overall cost. The fact that the job was being done with the 
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object of forming bordered strips for practical agriculture 
and not solely as an experiment, meant that further control 
of the experiment was impossible. 
13.5 Conclusion 
(a) The volume of earthworks is correlated to the time 
taken for earthmoving and hence the cost of the overall work. 
(b) Until further experimental correlations are performed 
between estimated earthworks and machinery times, the earth-
works programme is unable to be used for cost estimation. 
(c) Since earthwork volumes and machine times are correlated, 
the earthworks p r ogramme could reasonably be used to compare 
the relative cost of alternative bordered strip layouts . 
14.0 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
14 . 1 Fi eld Surveying Methods 
Of the three f i eld surveying methods, grid surveying, 
direct contouring and random stadia surveying, it is considered 
that the random stad La method is the most appropriate for 
bordered strip irri gati on surveys. It is the most rapid 
method in the field and it allows the surveyor flexibi lity 
to carry out the survey and collect a suitable number of spot 
height readings according to the terrain being surveyed. 
Users guides for t he three surveying computer programmes are 
given in the appendices. 
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14.2 Survey Data Processing 
Although the random stadia method is a very suitable 
field technique, the data are by far the most difficult to 
interpret correctly by computer, in order to produce contour 
plans for use as a design aid in bordered strip irrigation 
work. 
Along with computer programmes to process the two other 
types of field survey information, a programme was developed 
which is specially suited to process field survey information 
from random stadia surveys. It considers all the readings in 
sequence and forms profiles of the data points in sequence and 
thereby the computer is able to interpret the actual surface 
more correctly than by using spot heights alone. The surveyor 
is able to manipulate this profiling technique to reduce the 
number of spot height recordings while still giving the 
processing system sufficient information. 
14.3 Earthworks 
A programme was written to calculate the earthwork 
quantities involved in land preparation for bordered strip 
irrigation using terrain data supplied from the computer 
surveying systems or from any other convenient source. A 
programme developed at the North Carolina State University 
which calculates the earthwork to form various plane and 
warped surf aces was used to compare the volumes of earthwork 
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using the two techniques. 
The use of the N.C.s.u. prograrrune to grade an area to 
form a plane or warped surface in preparation for bordered 
strip irrigation involves considerably more earthwork than 
the usual New Zealand method. The major problem is the 
constraint that the cross-fall must be not in excess of the 
cross-fall which is tolerable within any individual bordered 
strip. The N.C.S . U. prograrrune is more suited to furrow 
irrigation and drainage applications where the cross-fall 
limitations are not so restrictive. 
The comparison of the earthwork prograrrunes and the 
methods of minimising earthworks highlighted the fact that 
if warped surfaces or uneven bordered strip layouts are 
tolerable from a farm management point of view then they can 
usually be fitted to the terrain with significantly less 
earthworks than a plane surface or a regular bordered strip 
layout. This is by no means a new experience in practice, 
but the use of these computer techniques allows the designer 
to appreciate in a quantitative way the effect of different 
field layouts in terms of the total earthworks and the 
quantity of topsoil removal. Earthwork comparisons can be 
made on a single area .by computer whereas to compare the 
earthworks for different layouts in the usual way with 
machinery requires two different paddocks which may be 
similar but are unlikely to have the same terrain. 
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14.4 Estimated Versus Actual Earthworks 
14.4.1 Bordered Strip Programme 
The bordered strip estimating procedure described above 
(Section 9.0) attempts to calculate the minimum volume of 
earthworks required to meet the specified slope limitations. 
Particularly in relation to longitudinal and cross-levelling 
the actual volume of earth moved is likely to be in excess of 
that estimated because of slight errors on the part of the 
machine drivers which have to be corrected on subsequent 
passes of the machinery. The less skillful the operator, 
the more soil he is likely to shift or re-shift. Individual 
operators may grade the surface in a different way to the 
computer-generated surface and there is likely to be a con-
siderable variation in skill between operators . 
The extent to which the surveyed spot heights and the 
interpolation procedures correctly represents the micro-
topography must affect the accuracy of the estimated volumes. 
A premise implied by this calculation technique is that if 
the volume estimated is not exactly the volume shifted, then 
it is an index value. When the index is used in an appro-
priate equation it should represent the approximate cost of 
achieving the desired surface. 
If the programme is to be used as a cost estimating 
tool, therefore, it requires that all areas be surveyed so 
that they represent the real ground surface with the same 
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level of accuracy. How to measure the level of accuracy 
and its sensitivity to volume and cost estimation is beyond 
the scope of this study. 
If the bordered strip programme is to be used as a 
design aid, then the absolute value of the volume of earthworks 
is of less importance than the relative earthwork volumes of 
various layouts and so the programme is likely to find more 
acceptance in this work. 
14.4.2 The N.C.S.U. Programme 
The degree to which the surveyed grid accurately 
represents the ground surface also affects the accuracy of 
the N.C.S.U. programme. The main difference is that the 
ground crew and the machine operator use their skill to 
interpret and grade the surface for bordered strips, whereas, 
all earthwork for the N.C.S.U. system is performed to meet 
the surveyed spot heights pegged in the field so the final 
surface is more likely to closely follow the design surface. 
14.5 Conclusions 
(a) The ability of a digital computer to represent the 
terrain can be significantly increased if the data may be 
interpreted as random profiles, instead of random spot heights. 
This is the basis of a practical computer contouring routine 
developed in this study. 
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(b) The normal tacheometri'c surveys · 1 can convenient y 
be conducted to present the data in the form of profiles 
for computer interpretation. 
(c) Stadia surveys of random spot heights (or profiles) 
require less surveying time than grid or direct contouring 
methods. 
(d) The volume of earthworks to grade large areas of 
land for bordered strip irrigation to a plane or warped 
surface is greater than the volume of earthworks associated 
with the usual New Zealand method of forming the strips. 
(e) A significant decrease in the volume of earthworks 
is possible if the bordered strip layout is fitted to the 
terrain. 
(f) A correlation exists between the estimated volume of 
earthworks to level within a bordered strip and the earth-
moving machine time and hence earthwork costs. 
(g) Until further investigations into the costs associated 
with all the various phases of soil moving in bordered strip 
land preparation, the present bordered strip earthwork 
calculating programme cannot be used for accurate cost 
estimation of the complete job of land preparation. 
(h) The present earthwork calculating programme as developed 
in this study may be used for quantitative comparisons of 
earthwork volumes associated with alternative bordered strip 
irrigation layouts. This makes possible a comparison of 
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relative costs of alternative bordered strip layouts 
assuming that the earthwork volume is the major cost 
component . 
14 . 6 Recommendations 
Further work is required to meet an ultimate aim 
of the earthwork calculating programme for bordered strip 
irrigation which is for reliable cost estimation of the 
earthworks. 
(a) The relationship between estimated earthwork volume 
and earthmoving machine time for all phases of land pre-
paration requires to be defined. 
(b) The accuracy of volume estimation in relation to 
survey intensity and terrain type needs to be more fully 
understood in order to establish a practical level of 
reliability of volume or cost estimation. 
(c) The economic significance of topsoil removal as 
defined by the earthworks programme needs to be appre-
ciated so that it can be costed as a part of the earth-
works when comparing alternative layouts. 
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APPENDIX Al.O GRID SURVEY USERS GUIDE 
Al.l General Details 
This system overcomes one of the main drawbacks of 
earlier grid contouring systems. If there is a high or low 
area between any two grid points it is possible to record 
this irregularity and have it plotted on the contour plan 
automatically . Allowance is made for these irregularities 
in choosing a "basic" grid size to be used on the survey, 
according to the topography. 
The survey is conducted by surveying, on a regular 
basis, grid points which are multiples of the "basic" grid 
size. (e.g. every 2nd or 3rd row and/or column). Where 
an irregularity occurs any one of the otherwise unsurveyed 
grid points may be used to define it. If there is a 
significant hill or valley between any two grid positions on 
the regularly surveyed lines then at least one of the inter-
mediate "basic" grid positions between the regularly surveyed 
grid positions on the surveyed row or column must be levelled 
to define the discontinuity. In addition, any other grid 
positions which are not on the regularly surveyed lines may 
be used to define departures from the regular terrain. The 
position of fencelines and other features may be recorded as 
mb 1 "y" a column number plus "x" metres and a row nu er p us 
metres and hence are not constrained to occur at grid points. 
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There is a wide choice of alphabetic or numeric characters 
which can be plotted in these positions on the contour plan. 
Al.2 Field Layouts 
It is common practice to survey along straight lines, 
taking spot heights at short intervals. Greater intervals 
are left between the lines. Such lines (defined for computer 
purposes as COLUMNS ) should tend to run along the contours 
for the best definition of the contour lines on the plan. 
A suitable baseline, such as a fenceline, must be 
selected. Depending on the topography and the final use of 
the contour plan, a basic grid size and interval between the 
columns and rows, must be selected . Depending on whether 
the baseline runs with the general fall or along the contours, 
it will be a row or a column. 
A typical layout is in Figure Al.l. 
For the purposes of plotting the contour plan, the 
processing system orientates the columns so that they run 
from top to bottom and the rows run from left to right. 
Column one, row one, ( i . e. 1,1) is always in the top left hand 
corner of the contour plan. In Figure 1 the column interval 
is 3 and the row interval is 2 (i.e. the grid is a 3x2 grid 
e.g. 45m x 30m). 
A typical survey may be recorded as in Figure Al.2. 
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Al. 3 How to fill in the Booking Sheet 
Data should be booked on the standard sheets as follows 
- only one number or letter in each square. 
- Write clearly in ink. 
- Should a line need correction, cross it out and re-write it. 
- use only uppe r case pr in ting, e.g. A B c D 
- Numbers are "hung" around the decimal points where these 
are given on the sheet. No other decimal points are 
permitted except in the title and remarks area. 
- Where no decimal points a r e provided the numbers are kept 
as far to the right as possible within the allocated space. 
TITLE:-
The booki ng sheet parts are defined as follows:-
Any suitable identification including the name of 
the surveyor. 
RL . BM:- The reduced level of the bench mark. 
CONTOUR INTERVAL:- Numbers are "hung" around the decimal 
point provided on the sheet to form the desired 
contour interval; e.g. 5.0 would produce 5 m 
contours; 0.20 would produce 0.20 m contour 
intervals. 
PLAN SCALE:- The desired scale of the shaded or density 
type of contour plan. This is written as 2000.0 
for a plan scale of 2000.0 to one. 
!IELD GRID SIZE:- The size of the "basic" square grid in 
metres. 
' 
• 
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PLAN GRID· SIZE:- The distance between grid points on the 
single-line type of contour plan. The plan grid 
size may be any multiple of O 5 · h* ( o s . inc e.g. . , 
1.0, 1.5, 3.5, etc.) If this is left unspecified 
then the single-line-of-dots type of contour plan 
is not printed. 
COLUMN INTERVAL:- This must be a one or two digit number 
without a decimal point. If it is a one digit 
number it must be put in the right-hand square 
provided. 
ROW INTERVAL:- As for column interval. 
BS - refers to back sight (Numbers "hung" around decimal 
point provided) 
IS refers to intermediate sight II -
FS II II fore sight 
II -
c II II column number 
R II II row number 
Take care not to confuse the C and R numbers. .. The 
comments on the column interval (above) also apply to the 
* With this type of plan the scale is fixed within these 
limits because of the character spacing of the computer's 
printer. Multiples of 1/8 in. down and 1/10 in. across 
The smallest are available to make up a square grid. 
square grid size is therefore ~ in. x ~ in. 
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c and R numbers 
F The space to insert the character positioning a land 
featu r e . Th i s character is used on the contour plan 
to show the pos ition of the land feature. 
SEQ r efe r s to the sequence number which begins at 1 and 
ensures that the data does not get out of order. The 
sequence numbers are not essential and may be omitted. 
REMARKS r e f e rs to the spaces provided for any comment 
on the level sighting. 
Al. 4 Notes on Data Booking 
(a St anda rd booking must be used . 
(b ) Fo r the purposes of this programme the lines on which 
most of the grid heights are collected are called COLUMNS 
and these should be regularly spaced. (Or have a regular 
COLUMN INTERVAL ). If all grid positions are level1ed the 
COLUMN I NTERVAL 1. S 1. For a 2 x 1 or an 8 x 3 grid the 
COLUMN INTERVAL is 2 or 8 respectively. 
is 1 o r 3 r espective l y ). 
(The ROW INTERVAL 
{c) Dat a collected i n lines at right angles to the COLUMNS, 
fo r the pur poses of this programme, are said to be in ROWS. 
ROWS must numbe r from r ow one . 
(d) COLUMNS must also number from column 1. If the 
COLUMN INTERVAL i s 2 then the second column is 3, and the 
third is 5 etc . Si mi larly if the ROW INTERVAL is 2 the 
second row numbe r is 3 and the third is 5 etc. 
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(e) If the COLUMN INTERVAL is 1 then no intermediate grid 
points between the columns are available for levelling. If 
the COLUMN INTERVAL is 3 then two intermediate points are 
available for levelling. (Similarly if the ROW INTERVAL is 
1 or 3) . 
(f) It is not necessary to take readings on every regular 
point in a COLUMN but the first and last should be taken. 
(g) The COLUMN and ROW numbers must begin at the point, 
column one, row one, (i.e., 1.1). The spot heights can be 
read in any order so long as they are identified by the 
column and row numbers. The computer printout places column 
1, row 1 in the top left hand corner of the plan. From this 
point column numbers run from left to right and row numbers 
run from top to bottom. 
accordingly . 
The field layout should be planned 
(h) Each complete survey must begin with filling out the 
spaces provided at the head of the booking sheet and with a 
reading on a real or assumed bench mark. This is required 
once only for each survey. 
(i) Each survey may incorporate up to 100 change points 
and must end with the BS and IS columns blank and a reading 
in the FS column. The programme assumes that this is a close 
onto the bench mark and the survey close is calculated 
accordingly. 
(j) A reading on a change point or the bench mark may also 
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double as a grid point by inserting the proper column and 
row numbers in the appropriate spaces in the booking sheet. 
(k ) Zeros or blanks in the C and R columns are permitted. 
such entries are not assigned to grid positions but are still 
reduced by the programme and will appear in the computer 
printout. This facility is used to take levels which are 
not on grid points. 
(1) In general, to fully describe land features they should 
be booked using two lines of the booking sheet. One line to 
describe where the land feature character is to be placed on 
the plan and the other line to record the level of the level 
of the land feature. In some cases it may not be necessary 
to position the land feature on the contour plan and in other 
cases it may not be necessary to take a level on the land 
feature. 
An example is shown in Figure Al.3. 
If the land feature coincides with any grid point then 
only one line of the booking sheet is necessary to fully 
descri be it as shown in Figure Al.4. 
(m) In the F space do not use the characters 1, +, 2, ., 
3, =, or *, these may be undistinguishable from the rest of 
t he contour plan . 
(n) comments in the remarks column appear in the computer 
printout along with the level book readings and reduced 
levels. 
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Figure Al.4 Booking land features using one line 
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(o) The type of contour plan produced will depend on 
whether or not the PLAN SCALE, FIELD GRID SIZE and PLAN 
GRID SIZE are specified. If both the PLAN SCALE and PLAN 
GRID SIZE are specified then the contour plan is the shaded 
type of con tour plan. If the PLAN GRID SCALE is specified 
then the contours are drawn with lines of characters. 
Both plans are produced if all the variables are specified. 
(p) Clearly identify in the field all the change points, 
using small pegs or by some other means. Check the survey 
clos~ before leaving the field. This may avoid having the 
pr ocessing aborted by the computer. 
AL 5 Grid Survey Example 
The following example illustrates the steps in proces-
sing grid survey information: 
(a ) The survey is recorded on the booking sheet in the 
field. 
(b ) The booking sheet information is transferred to 
punched cards and processed by computer. 
(c ) The level book readings and the reduced levels are 
printed. 
(d) A printout is made of the recorded spot heights. 
(e) Guided by the recorded column and row intervals and 
the h · ht the programme estimates the recorded spot eig s, 
missing grid spot heights. 
(f) A contour plan is drawn. 
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Figure Al. 7 Recorded and interpolated spot heights 
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APPENDIX A2.0 DIRECT CONTOURING USERS GUIDE 
A2.l General Details 
The programme uses a line printer to print out a plot 
of the spots recorded in the field. Adjacent contour lines 
are automatically represented with different characters. 
For spot heights which do not fall on contour lines, (such as 
spot heights for locating fence lines etc.) it is possible to 
specify the alphabetic or numeric character which is to be 
plotted out in the position of this survey reading. A line 
plotting machine could also be used to construct the contour 
plan with minor modifications to this programme. 
To aid the identification of the contour lines, the 
specified contour height is printed out on the left hand side 
of the plot. Spot heights which are not on contour lines are 
identified by specifying a character to mark the spot on the 
computer output. 
In addition to printing the position of contour lines 
and other spot heights, the system indicates the instrument 
positions at each point on the survey traverse and the change 
points used in the course of the traverse as well as the 
initial and final readings onto the bench mark. The printout 
of the traverse provides a visual check for mistakes in the 
survey or in the data. 
The stadia survey may be plotted to any specified scale. 
156/A2.2 
To make the programme more versatile a grid contouring 
routine has also been incorporated in the programme. Any 
spot heights specified with column and row numbers are dealt 
with as grid spot heights. 
A2.2 Programme Details 
The X, Y co-ordinates of the survey are defined at the 
initial instrument position. The bearing of zero defines the 
X direction and the clockwise bearing of 270° defines the Y 
direction. 
Stadia information from the booking sheet is processed 
by calculating the latitude and departure of the spot from the 
original instrument position. The initial instrument position 
is defined as X = O, Y = 0. 
Any spot height reading which is specified with both 
column and row numbers is processed as a grid point as well as 
in any other way the point is specified. 
Any staff reading may be used as a grid point and a 
stadia survey point. If it is a stadia survey point, it may 
be a point on a contour line as well as any ~ of the 
following:-
initial reading on the BM 
final reading on the BM 
reading on a change point 
the position of a land feature such as a fenceline. 
157/A2.3 
The chara~~Ars used hv the proqrawmP. in ~he stadia 
plot and need not be specified by the user are:-
"A" and "B" are used to indicate the initial and final 
readings on the bench mark. 
"C" is used for change points. 
Dots, c r osses and asterisks are used to mark contour 
lines. Adjacent contours are marked automatically 
with different symbols . 
"I" is used t o i ndicate the survey instrument position . 
Where two char acters occur in the same place on the 
plan they a r e placed on top of the other (i.e. over-
prin t ed). Ove r p rinted characters are still quite 
readable . 
Any char acter may be specified for any individual 
spot he i ght position or position of any land feature which 
is not already specified as above. 
A maxi mum of 3000 Stadia readings may be made in each 
survey in addit i on to or along with 25,600 grid point readings. 
It is suggested t hat each survey be kept well below these 
l i mits to keep t he bulk of data within manageable proportions 
and to avo i d r e-processing of the data because of a few 
data errors. 
A2.3 Change Point Procedure 
The change point procedure adopted for the programme 
158/A2.4 
consists of reading the axial hair, stadia hairs and bearings 
on two separate change points before and immediately after 
each change of instrument position. Readings on the two 
change points may be made at any time before the change of 
instrument position but after the change of position the 
first two readings must be onto the two change points. 
To aid accuracy the change points should include a 
reasonably wide angle at the instrument both before and after 
the change of instrument position. Both stadia hairs should 
be read at change points to provide a check on the reading. 
At each change of instrument position the individual 
change points are identified by the numbers "l" and "2" 
placed in the "CP" column in the booking sheet. They need 
not be read in order but must be identified with the same 
number before and after the instrument change. 
It is not essential to orientate the horizontal circle 
of the survey instrument in any special direction. It may 
be useful in some cases, however, to orientate the horizontal 
circle to define the "X" direction in some significant 
direction (perhaps aligned with the survey boundary or due 
north) at the initial instrument position before the commence-
ment of the survey. 
A2.4 Data Checks 
Several checks are made on the data by the system to 
point out obvious errors. 
159/A2.4 
bearings are checked to see that they do not exceed 
360. O degrees. 
the specified contour height ("CONTOUR") is checked 
against the actual reduced level of the spot height. 
The spot height must equal the contour height within 
a tolerance which can be varied. 
where two stadia hairs are read (which should be the 
case for all change points) a check is made, to ensure 
that the axial hair is midway between the stadia hairs. 
a check is made to ensure that the second two readings 
onto the change points are consecutive. 
the difference in level between the two change points 
before and after the change of instrument position is 
checked. The change in difference of level must be 
within a tolerance which can be varied. 
the horizontal and vertical closes are checked to ensure 
they do not exceed a tolerance which can be varied. 
the sequence numb~rs are checked to ensure that the data 
cards are not out of order. 
the column and row numbers are checked to ensure that 
they do not exceed 160. 
Should any of the checks reveal an error then an error 
message is printed. 
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A2 . 5 Data Booking 
The booking sheet should be filled in as below:-
all printing in block letters. 
only one number or letter per square. 
numbers are hung around the decimal points where provided. 
no other decimal points are permitted except in the 
TITLE and REMARKS areas. 
where no decimal points are provided, the numbers are 
kept as far to the right as possible within the allocated 
space. 
The booking sheet names are defined as follows:-
TITLE: 
S.SCALE;-
S.CONT. INT:-
GRID SIZE:-
Any suitable idenfitication 
The desired scale of the stadia plot. 
This is specified on the basis of one plan 
unit of length equals SCALE units of 
length on the ground. (e.g. 2000.0 is a 
plan scale of 2000 to one). 
The specified interval of the contour lines. 
The distance between adjacent basic grid 
points on the grid contour plan. This 
must be multiples of 0.5 inch to fit in 
with the line printer character spacing. 
No spaces referring to the grid system 
need be filled in if no grid survey data 
has been collected. 
COL. INT:-
ROW. INT:-
161/A2.5 
The regular interval between columns in 
which most of the field data is collected 
in a grid survey. 
As for COL. INT. 
GRID. CONT. INT:- The desired contour interval for the grid 
contour plan. 
BEN CH MARK : -
AH:-
SH:-
BEARING:-
CP:-
The reduced level of the bench mark. 
The reading of the survey staff corresponding 
to the axial hair of the surveying instru-
ment. If no entry is made in this column 
it is assumed to be the same as the last 
entry on the column. 
The top or bottom stadia hair reading. 
Either or both of the stadia hairs may be 
read. At change points both should be read 
to provide a check on the accuracy of the 
reading. Every stadia spot must have a 
non-zero stadia hair reading. 
The bearing in degrees is written to the 
left of the decimal point and minutes to 
the right of the decimal point. 
This signifie{ that the reading relates 
to a change point (see above). There is 
no limit to the number of times the 
instrument can change position. 
CONTOUR:-
F:-
COL:-
ROW :-
SEQ:-
162/A2.5 
This column is used to specify the contour 
to which the stadia survey spot relates. 
If no entry is made in this column, it is 
assumed to be the same as the last entry 
in the column. Where an "F" character is 
specified the CONTOUR must also be 
specified unless it is not on a contour. 
The alphabetic or numeric character to be 
plotted in this position on the plan i s 
specified in this column. If the spot is 
also on a contour, the CONTOUR column must 
be filled in for this spot. Do not use the 
characters A, B, C, I, . , +, or *. They 
may be indistinguishable from the rest of 
the contour plan. 
Grid column number (if applicable) . 
Grid row number (if applicable) . 
The sequence number of the reading. These 
numbers must begin at one and be consecu-
tive. They are inserted to facilitate quick 
reference to readings and to ensure that the 
data remains in order after it is punched onto 
cards. The use of sequence numbers is 
optional. They may be omQtted. 
163 / A2.5 
Figure A2.l Direct contouring stadia survey booking sheet 
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Direct contouring stadia survey contour plan 
REMARKS:-
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Refers to the space provided for any 
conunent on the level sighting. The 
remarks are printed out along with the 
level book readings and reduced levels 
etc. as the data is being processed. 
APPENDIX A3.0 RANDOM STADIA SURVEY USERS GUIDE 
A3.l Recording Technique for Field Data 
The system is designed to process stadia survey field 
data from a level or a theodolite survey. The system will 
process the information as a set of single spot heights if 
necessary but it also incorporates features which will ensure 
a superior job of contouring if the data are collected to 
form profiles of the ground. 
Figure A3.l indicates a method which can be used to 
ensure a highly satisfactory contouring job of large areas. 
Any significant valleys and ridges within the range of the . 
surveying instrument should be defined first. A line of 
readings should be taken along these ridges and valleys. 
The rest of the survey consists of covering the areas, per-
haps by travelling back and forth across it on foot or by 
motorbike ( P·ig{fre-:' 3 .15) , and recording changes of grade. 
This can be done as follows - referring to Figure A3.l. 
Before leaving point A a pole is placed in the fence at D. 
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A to D is stepped out for a suitable distance depending on 
the nature of the survey. A series of levels are taken at 
changes of grade along the line A - B . 
When the staffman reaches B, he paces along the fence 
toward Y a distance of twice A - D and puts in a second pole 
at F. He then returns to C which is half way between B and 
F and takes a line of levels across the area on all changes of 
grade along the line C - D. On reaching D the pole is moved 
a distance of twi c e A - D to E and the process is repeated. 
It is not essenti al that the staffman travels in a strai ght 
line . 
Informati on collected in this way is very suited to 
automatic processing because it is reasonable to assume that 
the surface between the surveyed spots is even. The profile 
between each consecutive reading is first fixed by the 
programme and then the computer interpolates a surface between 
these defined profiles and builds up a contour plan . 
If a line of consecutive readings crosses another line 
of consecutive readings the profile i s d r awn from the first 
set of readings and no profile is d r awn between the two readings 
of the second set of readings on either side of the first 
profile (see Figure 3.7). 
In order to produce a contour plan the system defines 
a grid of spot heights based on and including the spot heights 
168/A3.l 
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Figure A3.3 
A method of contouring large relatively flat 
areas 
Unrealistic interpolation of a spot height 
·------------------------
Realistic interpolation of a spot height 
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read in the field. If two or more spot heights are 
allocated to the same grid position during the field 
survey then they are averaged. 
A3 . 2 Interpretation of the Profiles by Computer 
If the profiles between consecutive spot heights are 
not defined then it is very likely that the height inter-
polat ed for any position will be based partly on spot heights 
which should have no r elevance to the particular spot height 
being interpolated . 
Once a profile has been defined it cannot be affected 
by subsequent profiles and also the profile drawn by the 
system acts as an interpolation barrier or break line. 
For example, in Figure A3.2, it is unrealistic that the 
height of spot S is interpolated using spots F and E because 
they are on the other side of the valley. If the profiles 
a r e defined as in Figure A3.3 and the defined profiles act 
as barrie rs then only points A, B, C and D are used to 
interpolate the spot height of S. This is much more 
r ealistic . 
It is in order to prevent this unrealistic interpol-
ation of spot heights that the suggestion is made to run a 
line of levels along any significant ridge or valley at the 
commencement of the survey. 
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A3.3 Displaying Land Features 
To cope with other readings which are usually required 
in the field to fix the position of fencelines, etc., it is 
possible to specify any character and have it printed on the 
plan at any staff position in the field. This character is 
placed in the "F 11 column in the booking sheet. 
A3 . 4 Stopping the Profiling Process 
Each consecutive spot height is assumed to be on a 
profile unless specified otherwise. During a survey it is 
often necessary for the staf fman to travel to another part of 
the area to be sur veyed and not want to take a series of 
spot heights at all changes of grade on the way. If this is 
so a 11 $ 11 symbol is placed in the "$" column in the booking 
sheet, at the last reading of the consecutive series. 
Failure to specify a break in profiling will result in an 
incorrect profile . If a 11 $" is used for a number of 
consecutive spot heights then a series of single spot 
heights will result which will not be joined by profiles. 
When a level i s required which is not to form a spot 
height to be used in the contouring procedure (that is, non-
topographic ) then an "N" is recorded in the "$" column 
alongside the non-topographic reading. The "N" also has 
the effect of breaking the series in the same way as the 
11 $ 11 symbol. After reducing the level the processing system 
. ' 
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does not use the reduced level any further but may use the 
position to insert an "F" character if one is specified. 
Where it is des ired to make a short deviation from 
the sequence of contour spot heights rather than a break in 
profiling, a "D" is inserted in the "$" column of the 
booking shee t alongside the reading. The effect of the 
"D" is to allow a non-topographic entry to be read without 
breakLng the sequence of contour spot heights. Provided 
that no "N" or "$" characte r s are used in the intervening 
period the consecutive sequencing of data for drawing 
profiles will continue at the next blank "$" column. 
An "F" character would normally also be used when there is 
a "D" in the "$" co lumn . 
This information i s summarised in Table A3.l. 
Booking Sheet Meaning 
"$" Character 
$ Break in sequence of 
contour data 
N Br eak in sequence of 
contour data for a non-
contour reading 
D A devi ati on from the 
contour data for non-
contour data . The 
readings before and 
after the "D" are 
cons i dered to be in 
sequence 
Table A3 .1 Summary of meaning of $ characters 
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A3 . 5 Progr amme Details 
The X, Y co-ordinates of the survey are defined with 
the initial inst r ument position as the origin. The bearing 
of zero defines t he X d i rection down the computer page and 
the clockwise bear ing of 270° defines the Y direction across 
the comput e r page . For theodolite surveys vertical angles 
of 270° and 90° a r e assumed to be horizontal. 
Stadia i nfo r mati on from the booking sheet is processed 
by calculati ng the lati tude and departure of the spot from the 
original instrument pos ition . 
Eve r y spo t he i ght read in the field is used in the 
contour plan unless specified otherwise by an "N" or "D" in 
the "$" column of t he booking sheet. 
It i s assumed that the first and last readings in the 
survey are readi n gs onto a bench mark and that the survey has 
been conducted as a t raverse. The hori zontal and vertical 
closes a r e cal culat ed accordingly. 
The char acte r s p rinted automat ical ly by the programme 
in the stadia p lot and wh i ch need not be specified by t he 
user are:-
(a ) "A" and "B" i ndicat e the in i tial and final readi ngs 
of the survey. 
(b ) "C" fo r change points . 
( c ) 1, + , 2, - , 3, . , characte r s are used to mark con tour 
lines. Ad; acen t con t ours are marked automatically with J 
diffe ren t symbols. 
characters indicate . 
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Contours ascend in the order that the 
(d ) "I" i s used to indicate the survey instrument position. 
Any character specified in the "F" column of the booking 
sheet will be printed on the plan unless it refers to the 
initial, final or a change point reading. 
Where two characters occur in the same place on the 
plan they are placed one on top of the other (that is, over-
printed ) . Overprinted characters are still quite readable. 
A Maximum of 2000 stadia readings may be made in each 
surve y. It is possible to increase this number if necessary. 
It is suggested, however, that each survey be kept well below 
this limit (s ay 1 00 to 500 readings) so that a few data err ors 
will not require a large survey to be re-run. The area to 
be surveyed should be d i vided i nto smaller areas if more 
readings a r e requi r ed . 
A s igni fican t reduction in compute r processing time 
can be achieved by orientating the horizontal circle so that 
a bea~ing of zero is a ligned at the i nitial instrument 
posi tion of each complete sur vey with the longes straight 
boundary of the area to be surveyed. This usually has the 
effect of reducing the area which has to be searched by 
computer to i n terpolate spot heights while constructing the 
con tour plan . 
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A3.6 Change Point Procedure 
The change point procedure adopted for the programme 
consists of reading the axial hair, stadia hairs, bearings 
and vertical angles on two separate change points before and 
immediately after each change of instrument position. Readings 
on the two change points may be made at any time before the 
change of instrument positi on, but after the change of 
position the first two readings must be onto the two change 
points. 
To a i d accur a cy t he change points should include a 
reasonably wi de angl e at the i nstr ument both before and after 
the change of i ns trument pos i tion . Both stadia hairs should 
be read at change po i nts to help i n cross-checking the readings. 
At each change of i ns trumen t position the individual change 
points a r e i dent i fied by the numbers "l" and 11 2 11 placed in 
the "CP" column of the booking sheet. Only these digits, 
11 1 11 and 11 2 11 , are r ecogn ised by the comp uter in the "CP" 
column. They need not be read in order but must be iden t i-
fied with the same number before and after the instrument 
change. 
A3 .7 Gui delines for the Intens i ty of Survey Spots 
There is no contouring system which will produce a 
satisfactory resul t if the necessary informati on is not 
recorded accurately in the field. 
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The f irst guideline is to vary the intensity of spot 
heights a c c ording to the nature of the ground and the accuracy 
r equired in the survey. The proposed contour interval could 
be us ed as a gui de to i ndicate to the surveyor whether a 
surface irregularity is s i gnificant or not. 
The second gui deline is to match the way in which the 
data is c o llect ed to the way in which it is to be processed . 
With t he sys t em descr ibed here the important spots to record 
are where changes i n grade occur along the line which is being 
surve yed . The r e i s an upper limit to the distance between 
the cons ecutive s po t s a l ong a line if there are no changes i n 
grade. Th is limita t ion is dictated by the distance the 
system ove rlaps sub-ar eas while contouring (see Table A3.2 ). 
While p r ocess i ng the data to make up the contour plan 
lsee Se c t i on 3 . 4.4 ) t he computer must conduct a search to 
f ind rele v an t s po t he i ghts from which others may be inter-
po lated. The greate r the area searched the longer the search 
takes to compl e t e and the less efficient in computer time i s 
the contouring p r ocedure. It is therefore, necessary to 
speci f y the search r adius on the booking sheet. If the search 
radius i s n ot speci f i ed the ccmputer will search to a r adius 
of 25 mm on t he p l an. usually the search radius i s speci fied 
as the distance be t ween the profiles run in the field. 
t he distance be t ween t he lines of consecutive spots (or 
profiles) i s g r eate r than the specified search radius the 
Whe r e 
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system may not contour all the area between the profiles. 
There is a lower limit to the distance between spot 
heights and this is dictated by the distance between the 
characters of a line printer. Points taken closer together 
will be averaged in height and appear at the same location 
on the plan. 
These limitations place no important restraints on 
the use of the system for contouring agricultural land. 
Table A3 . 2 General guidelines of maximum and 
mi nimum distances separating spot 
heights. 
PLAN SCALES 1000:1 2000:1 5000:1 
Maximum distance between 
consecutive readings 50 m 100 m 250 m 
Maximum suggested distance 
between profiles ( radius) 50 m 100 m 250 m 
Minimum distance between 
readings 2.5 m 5 m 12 m 
A3.8 Data P r ocessing Sequences 
The data is processed in the following steps: 
{a) The recorded field data is punched onto cards and 
verified. 
{b) The reduced levels of all the spot heights are 
calculated and reduced levels and positions of all relevant 
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po i n t s a r e p rinted and stored for later use. 
(c) A plot is produced of all the positions of spot 
heights and other readings in the field (Stage 1). 
(d) A p l ot is produced of all the spot heights in the 
field j o i ned together by profile lines (Stage 2). It is 
quite poss i ble to interpret the positions of the contour 
lines f r om this plot and where the data is scanty this may 
be necessary. This plot and the former plot are useful 
for r ap i d ly spotting errors in the survey. Processing is 
ve ry r apid up to this stage. 
(e ) The heigh t of all the grid positions between the 
p r o fil es are interpolated and a contour plan results 
(St age 3 ) • 
Th e s t age to which the data is to be processed is 
speci f i ed on t he booking sheet. If stage numbers 1, 2 
or 3 a r e specified the data is processed up to and includ-
i n g t hat stage . Stage 3 should not be specified unless the 
dat a i s perfectly correct. If any stage number greater 
than s t age 3 is specified then stage 1 and stage 3 only are 
pro duced along with the reduced levels. 
A3.9 Data Checks 
Several checks are made on the data by the system to 
po i nt out logical surveying errors and warn of other possible 
erro r s . 
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(a) Bearings and vertical angle readings are checked to 
see that they do not exceed 360 degrees and the minutes are 
checked to see that they do not exceed 60 . 
(b) If a bearing is zero or negative, a warning message 
results . 
(c) Where two stadia hairs are read (which should be the 
case for all change points ) a check is made to ensure that 
the axial hair is midway between the stadia hairs . If both 
hairs are read then the distance is always calculated using 
their difference wi t hout regard to the axial hair. 
(d) If both stadia hairs are zero or negative or the axial 
hair is zero or negative a warning message results. 
(e) A check is made to ensure that the second two readings 
onto the change points are consecutive. 
(f) The difference in level and horizontal distance 
between the two change points before and after the change of 
instrument position is checked. The change in difference of 
level and horizontal distance must be within a certain 
tolerance which can be varied. 
(g) The Change Poin t (CP ) column is checked to see that 
the digits 11 1 11 and 11 2" are the only characters in the col urnn . 
(h) The hori zontal and vertical closes are checked to 
ensure they do not e xceed a tolerance which can be varied as 
required. 
{i) The sequence numbers may be checked to ensure that the 
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data cards are not out of order. This check is initiated 
only if the first survey card contains any sequence number 
greater than zero. 
( j ) The profile length between spot heights is checked. 
Th i s is a very useful check which often points to bearing 
or stadia errors in the data. 
(k) All non-contour readings are checked to ensure that 
t hey have an "F" character associated with the reading. 
( 1 ) If a "D" is used in the "$" column a check is made 
to ensure that the contour data has been previously recorded. 
Should any of the checks reveal an error then an error 
or warning message is printed. 
A3 . 10 Data Booking 
The booking sheet should be neatly and clearly filled 
i n as follows:-
(a ) Use a blue ballpoint pen. 
(b ) All printing in block letters. 
(c) Only one number or letter per square. 
(d) Numbers are hung around the decimal points where these 
a r e provided. 
(e) No other decimal points are permitted except in the 
TITLE and REMARKS areas. 
(f ) Where no decimal points are provided the numbers are 
kept as far to the right as possible within the allocated 
space. 
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(g) As a rule it is better to cross out and re-write a 
line of data than to amend it. 
The booking sheet names are defined as follows: 
TITLE: 
RADIUS: 
STAGE: 
SCALE: 
Any suitable identification. 
The search radius. This is usually equal 
to the profile spacing in metres on the 
ground. 
This is either 1, 2 or 3 (see Section A3.8). 
The desired scale of the stadia plot. 
This is specified on the basis of one plan 
unit of length equals SCALE units of length 
on the ground (e.g. 2000.0 is a plan scale 
2000. 0 to one). 
CONTOUR INTERVAL: The specified interval of the contour lines. 
BENCH MARK: 
S: 
The reduced level of the bench mark. The 
survey must begin with a staff reading onto 
this bench mark. The survey close is cal-
culated assuming the last reading is also 
onto this bench mark. 
This space is normally left blank but it can 
be used to specify the number of search 
passes required (see Section 3.4.6). 
AH: 
SH: 
BEARING: 
VERTICAL ANGLE: 
CP: 
F: 
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The reading of the survey staff corres-
ponding to the axial hair of the surveying 
instrument. 
The top or bottom stadia hair reading. 
Either or both of the stadia hairs may be 
read. At change points both should be 
read to provide a check on the accuracy 
of the reading. 
The bearing in degrees, minutes and seconds 
is written in the spaces provided. 
The vertical angle in degrees, minutes 
and seconds, is written in the spaces 
provided. 
This signifies that the reading relates to 
a change point (see Section A3.6). There 
is no limit to the number of times the 
instrument can change position. 
The alphabetic or numeric character to be 
plotted in this position on the plan is 
specified in this column . Do not use the 
characters, A, B, C, I, . , +, 1, 2, or 3. 
They may be indistinguishable from the rest 
of the contour plan. 
$: 
SEQ: 
REMARKS: 
182/A3.10 
Insert a "$" in the space if the sequence 
of contour spot heights is to be terminated 
at this reading. Insert an "N" to indicate 
a non-contour spot height and also to 
terminate a sequence of contour spot heights. 
Insert "D" where a temporary deviation from 
consecutive contour data is required (see 
Section A3.4). 
The sequence number of the reading. These 
numbers must be consecutive. They are 
inserted to facilitate quick reference to 
readings and to ensure that the data remains 
in order after it is punched onto cards. 
The use of sequence numbers is optional . 
They may be omitted. If they are used,the 
first staff reading must have a sequence 
number greater than zero. 
Refers to the space provided for any comments 
on the level sighting. The remarks are 
printed out along with the level book read-
ings and reduced levels, etc . , as the data 
is being processed. 
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Figure A3.5 Random stadia survey recorded and 
reduced level printout 
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Printout plan of random stadia r e c o r ded 
spot height positions (Stage 1) 
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Figure A3.7 Printout plan of random stadia 
profile lines (Stage 2) 
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Figure A3.8 Random stadia contour plan 
(Stage 3) 
188/A4.2 
A3.ll Computer Job Control 
In addition to the normal job control cards, a blank 
card should be placed after the last card in the punched 
data deck to indicate the end of the data. The last card 
is sensed by the system by checking to see if the axial hair 
as well as the two stadia hairs are zero. 
APPENDIX 4.0 PRACTICAL COMPARISON OF FIELD SURVEYING TECHNIQUES 
A4.l Introduction 
The field surveying phase of producing contours is 
important because it involves considerable labour input. This 
is the factor which is studied most closely in this exercise. 
There are a wide range of variables to contend with in 
such an exercise which are difficult to quantify or difficult 
to keep constant. (For example; the complexity of the 
terrain, the weather, as well as the experience and motivation 
of the surveyors). In this exercise the same area of ground 
was surveyed by six essentially different teams using 
different methods or different .variations of the same method. 
The teams were, in the main, experienced in the method they 
used. 
A4.2 Method 
About 12 ha of land near Mayfield was selected for this 
comparative test. It is typical of a considerable area of 
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land which will be involved in surface irrigation deve lop-
ment in the future and at the time required surveying for 
this type of development. 
Direct and indirect contouring methods were used as 
foll ows: 
Direct plane table (1 team) 
stadia survey with office computations 
( 1 team) 
Indirect grid survey (2 teams) 
stadia survey (2 teams) 
The details of the field technique adopted fo r each 
type of system was up to each team to decide and so was the 
number of men i n each team. Each survey was performed with 
a di fferen t team, although there was some change of members 
f r om one team to another. 
Each team was aware that the exercise was being timed . 
The time to process the data collected was not measur ed be cause 
of the number of teams involved from different organisati ons 
and the inability to oversee this aspect of the job . Cons i -
dering the objective of providing the computer with topographic 
data for contouring as well as earthwork calculations, t he 
time taken to manually process the survey data is not ve ry 
relevant. 
A4. 3 Results 
The following table summaries the results of the fi e ld 
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exercise. 
No. Survey type No. of Set out Total No. of Contour No. of 
men time Survey spot Interval spot 
man- time heights heights 
hours man- per 
hours man-
hour 
1 PLANE TABLE 3 N.A. 9 61 0.5 m 7 
2 D1"'RECT 
STADIA 2 N.A . 4 120 0.5 m 30 
3 GRID. A 2 4 8 183 N.A . 23 
4 GRID . B 3 2 4 150 N.A . 38 
5 STADIA A 2 N . A. 2 130 N. A. 65 
6 STADIA B 3 N. A. 9 160 N . A. 18 
Table A4.l Results of Field Surveying Comparisons 
A4 . 4 Discussion 
No field contouring method showed a marked superiority 
in the ability to produce contours of this area that were 
sufficiently accurate for the purposes of drainage or irri-
gation design work . This assessment is subjective as no 
techniques are available for a quantitative assessment . 
The end use of contour plans must be considered when 
ranking them in order of their acceptability . Aesthetic 
appeal for example, i s not an i mportant quality especially if 
it was obtained at the e xpense of accuracy in contour plans 
for border irrigation design work. Hsu (1974) described a 
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mat hemati calmethod of measuring visual differences in 
mu l tiple map comparisons. The indices used to descri be 
e ach map fo r comparative purposes bear no direct relation-
ship to the present requirements. Furthermore, the method 
p r esented b y Hsu quantifies visual perception and no clai ms 
a re made that i t supers2des visual perception except whe r e 
a l a r ge number of maps are involved. 
The general requirements of the present contour p l ans 
are: 
(a ) The theoretical accuracy required is such that a 
h i ghe r standar d of accuracy would not cause the design of 
t he bor der layout to be modified. 
(b ) To display the contours so that important terrain 
feat ur es are readily identifiable on the ground and 
conversly . 
Such quantitative requirements are not readily 
amendable to mathematical comparison and none was attempted . 
All the field methods used in this exercise have no bas i c 
t heor eti cal inadequacies and so it could be concluded that 
provided sufficient accurate topographic data are collect ed 
all of the methods can produce satisfactory plans. The 
i mpo r tant i ssue, therefore, is the effort required to 
produce the plans. 
The large difference in times taken for the same 
ge ne r al method indicates that the details of the method and 
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the efficiency of the teams are also important in deter-
mining the· time taken. This is probably true of the office 
work also. 
Allowing for the difference in team efficiency the 
particular area of land surveyed showed some systems up in 
a better light than others and was, therefore, not an 
accurate test of differences in method. 
A4.4.l Plane table 
On the day the plane table exercise was performed 
there was a strong wind which makes communication difficult 
and generally makes work conditions more difficult. Hidden 
in the field time is the fact that there is no need for office 
work at the end of the exercise. This could be considered 
a strong advantage of this method. Doubtful readings can 
be easily checked in the field before the end of the survey. 
The direct contouring method is not as precise a 
method of finding a contour as could be at first imagined. 
The contour is usually found within a certain tolerance since 
placing the staff exactly on the contour height would involve 
too much time. Minor undulations in the ground can shift 
the contour line several metres in either direction especially 
on very flat areas. The contour is probably better des-
cribed as a band rather than a fine line with no tolerance. 
This method produces only the contours which are 
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surveyed. Interpolating between these contours adds noth i ng 
t o the quality or accuracy of the plan. The field time is 
hi gh . 
The three men on the survey were acting as observe r, 
booker and staffman. All were familiar with this surveying 
t echni que . 
A4.4.2 Direct Stadia (office computations) 
This survey was performed in the field with a team 
which had worked together in the past. The rate of collecting 
da t a indicates reasonable efficiency at gathering the f i e l d 
in formation. As above, only the c0ntours surveyed are 
obtai ned from this system. Twice the time is involved t o 
h alve the contour interval. In this particular survey one 
short contour line was missed. 
The field data was booked according to the computeri sed 
di rect contouring procedure described in Appendi x A2.0 above . 
A4.4.3 Grid A 
The grid size used in this survey was 10 metres by 
10 metres. The regular survey and set-out was on a 20 m by 
40 m grid but, in order to more accurately record the ground 
surface at particular points, the 10 m points within lar ge r 
grid were sometimes surveyed. The 20 m spacings ran app r o xi-
mat ely along the contours and along the greatest dimens i on of 
the area. considerable care was taken to set out the gri d 
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accurately. Because of the shape and size of the area, 
considerably more pegs had to be set out per hectare than 
would be normal for the survey of a larger area. 
One of the two team members was inexperienced in 
this method of survey and so the efficiency could probably 
have been improved with more experience and familiarity 
with the work. 
More spot heights were taken with this survey than 
with any other of the surveys. But this is not a fault of 
the method. It is more of a reflection on the care which 
was being taken to survey the area. 
The contour interval selected for the plan is not as 
restricted as it is in the direct contouring method. De-
pending on the nature of the topography and the intensity of 
survey there also is a contour interval beyond which the 
accuracy and quality of the plan is not improved by a further 
r eduction in contour interval. 
Non-grid spot heights are more difficult to position 
i n the field during a grid survey than during a stadia survey 
because the former involves communication between the staffman 
and observer. This is something which is not always easy, 
especially if the weather conditions are poor. The staffman 
must also be able to clearly identify his position in the 
field. A good understanding between staf fman and observer is 
necessary to ensure that even the regular spot heights recorded 
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are allocated to the correct grid positions. 
Where an important change of grade occurs which is not 
at a grid point, it is common practice to record it in the 
position of the nearest grid. While in many cases, especially 
where the grid size is small, this may not have an important 
effect on the overall look of the contour plan it is the source 
of some inaccuracy in the plan. 
Narrow ridges and valleys are sometimes completely 
missed by this system or appear as mounds or hollows because 
they fall between the grid positions or are only occasionally 
recorded at a grid position. An experienced surveyor can 
usually recognise these peculiarities on the plan and redraw 
the con tour lines in a more realistic manner. 
Where a grid survey is accurately set out and the spot 
heights are recorded on the grid positions the accuracy of the 
positioning of the data on the plan is probably more reliable 
than the stadia methods and involves less time in positioning 
the spot on the plan. It is probably reasonable to assume 
that the office time is less for a grid than a stadia survey . 
The field data was booked according to the cnrnputerised 
grid surveying technique described in Appendix Al.O above . 
A4.4.4 Grid B 
This grid survey took about half of the time of the 
other grid survey in both the setting out and recording phases . 
The grid size was 20 m by 40 m but the 40 m spacings ran along 
the contours and the longest dimension of the area. Fewer 
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pegs were used J~ the set-out and fewer survey points were 
taken than in Grid A. 
The team consis ed of three men. One obse rver and 
t wo staffrnen . The team members were used to wo rking tog-
ether and rate of collecting data was quite fast. 
A4.4.5 Stadia A 
This was by far the most rapid survey . It was 
pe rformed by systerna ically travelling up and down the area 
recording changes of grade i n he land. The staffman 
travelled by motorbike and the obse rver booked the readings . 
The distinct ad vantage of this system over a grid system is 
the ability to vary the 1ntens1ty of spo t heights according 
to the nature of th6 gro und 
There are very few spot height recordings which are 
redundant or add 11 tle to he plan because of he similar 
height to o he rs recorded a round them. 
Where changes of grade are recorded rather than spots 
at regular inte rvals , ~t could be argued hat the quality of 
the data is high and lends itself to interpolation of a 
reasonably fine contour i nterval . 
The stadia system is inherently mo re flexible than a 
grid system in pos1t1oning spots on a plan and involves less 
communication be t ween observer and staffman his being an 
important factor under normal field cond1 ions. 
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With the stadia system, there is no time involved in 
setting up a grid. 
A4.4.6 Stadia B 
This stadia survey was surprisingly slow. A reasonably 
high number of spot heights were recorded but the two main 
factors which caused the team of three to have difficulty was 
the use of an unfamiliar survey technique in windy weather 
conditions where communication is difficult. 
The data was being collected for a general purpose 
Ministry of Works computer contouring system which imposed 
restraints and conditions over the surveyors which they were 
not used to . In particular, the spot heights had to be 
collected on a roughly square pattern and the change point 
procedure was unfamiliar. 
A4.5 Conclusions 
Although this exercise lacks the controlled conditions 
which might be expected in an exercise of this nature, it does 
benefit from the fact that the surveyors were free to survey 
normally without any unnecessary restrictions . imposed for the 
sake of the comparison. Fortunately, the time margin between 
the stadia A system and the other methods is so large as to 
show it to be clearly faster than the other techniques. Not 
only is it faster, but it is considerably more flexible than 
the grid surveying technique and is potentially more accurate 
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because key points can be selected. 
This exercise was carried out after the computerised 
grid and direct contouring techniques had been developed and 
served as an inspiration to investigate the random stadia 
technique described in section 3.4 and Appendix 3.0 above. 
It also provided a good opportunity to study the practical 
details involved in the field work which need be considered 
in the design of the computer programme. 
A4.6 Contour Plans 
The contour plans (Figures A4.l to A4.5) from the 
various survey methods, except the plane table survey, have 
been derived from computer processed data. The reason for 
this is to provide an unbiased systematic construction of 
the contour plans. 
APPENDIX AS. 0 LIST OF COMPUTER PROGRAMMES 
A5.l Grid Survey Programmes 
SURVEY Main program. 30 cards. This is a 
calling programme for the following 
subroutines. 
BOOK Subroutine. 224 cards. This programme 
reads the input field data from a grid 
survey and performs standard data checks. 
DOTS 
AP LOT 
INT RP 
MULTI 
PRINT 
SQ DOT 
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Subroutine . 234 cards. Performs the 
line of dots type of contour plan of a 
square grid of spot heights. 
Subroutine. 101 cards. Performs shaded 
type of contour plan of a square or 
rectangular grid of spot heights. 
Subroutine. 170 cards. Interpolates 
mi ssing spot heights to form a complete 
gri d. 
Sub r outine. 42 cards. This enables the 
scale of the DOTS contour plan to be 
magn i fied by any integer factor by 
i nterpolating new spot heights between 
the ori ginal spot heights. 
Subroutine . 24 cards. Prints out the 
spot heights which form the grid. 
Main programme. 40 cards. This pro-
gramme reads in a grid of spot heights 
(rather than field levels) and used the 
above subroutines to produce a line of 
dots type of contour plan. 
PLOTE 
A5.2 
DCON 
DD CON 
DDOTS 
DP LOT 
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Main programme. 125 cards. Reads data 
in the form of an irregular grid of 
different x and y spacings if necessary 
and produces a shaded type of contour 
plan. 
Direct Contouring Programmes 
Main program. 240 cards. Reads in data 
for direct contouring work and plots out 
points. Uses core storage only. 
Main program. 300 cards. Performs the 
operations of DCON but uses disk storage 
for data and includes a grid survey 
system along with the direct contouring 
system. It calls the following sub-
routines. 
Subroutine. 86 cards. Performs the same 
functions as INTRP but with data stored 
on disk. 
Subroutine. 200 cards. Similar to DOTS 
but using data stored on disk. 
Subroutine. 72 cards. Similar to APLOT 
but using data stored on disk. 
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DULTI Subroutine. 54 cards. Similar to 
MULTI but using data stored on disk. 
DRINT Subroutine . 25 cards. Similar to 
PRINT but using data stored on disk. 
A5.3 Random Data Surveying Programmes 
A5.3.l I.B.M. 1130 Programmes (May also be used on 
the Burroughs B6700). 
CONTR Main programme. 290 cards. Reads in 
data for random spot heights and performs 
data checks. Stores x, y, z co-ordinates, 
land feature characters and 11 $" characters 
in sequence in a disk file. 
SP LOT 
SEQI 
SP I DR 
Subroutine. 110 cards. Produces a scale 
plan marking the position of all the spot 
heights. 
Main Programme. 270 cards. Uses the 
file of data created by CONTR and joins 
the recorded spot heights by profile 
lines and prints out a scale plan of the 
profiles. 
Subrouti ne. 177 cards. Uses the pro-
files of data created by SEQI to inter-
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polate new spot he i ghts for the remaining 
printer character positions and produces 
a scale contour plan. 
A5.3.2 Burroughs B6700 Programme 
CONTOUR Main Program plus subroutines 1262 cards. 
This programme was specially developed 
from the random survey programmes above 
for the larger B6700 and cannot be run 
on the I.B . M. 1130. The programme has 
been developed beyond the stage of the 
I . B. M. programmes . It is presently 
being used for commercial contouring 
work . 
A5.4 Earthwork Related Programmes 
A5.4.l I . B. M. 1130 Programmes (May also be used on 
the Burroughs B6700 ). 
ARRAY Main program . 52 cards . From a deck 
of grid spot height data cards, this 
program creates a d i gital terrain model 
which is then stored on a disk file. 
GSDC Main program. 253 cards . This programme 
was developed from BOOK especially to 
create a file of x, y, z data from contour 
EMAIN 
ESE QI 
ESP ID 
CHECK 
EARTH 
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survey data and store it in sequence as a 
disk file. 
Main program. 44 cards. This program 
calls the two subroutines ESEQI and ESPID 
and wri tes out the spot heights used in 
the digital terrain model. 
Subroutine. 320 cards. This was 
developed from SEQI to create profiles for 
the subroutine ESPID below using a data 
f ile created by CONTR or GSDC. 
Sub routine. 295 cards. Using the 
profiles from ESEQI this programme creates 
a square grid digital terrain model of any 
grid spacing. 
Main Program. 136 cards. This programme 
r eads data cards which define the large 
areas t o be formed into bordered strips 
and t hen defines the boundaries of each 
indi v i dual bordered strip. Data on level 
constrai nts and tolerances are read by 
this p r ogramme. 
Subroutine. 646 cards. Using the level 
ERACE 
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constra ints and the boundari es of the 
borde r ed s trips f r om CHECK, t his subroutine 
calcul ates a ll f orms of earthwork relating 
to each individual bor de r ed strip . It 
uses the digital terra i n mode l c r eated by 
ESPID o r ARRAY. 
Mai n p r ogr amme . 212 car ds. Us i ng the 
digi tal te rra i n model , created by ESPI D 
or ARRAY and vari o us r a c e speci f i cations, 
thi s pro gr amme c a lcul a t es t he earthwork 
quan titie s r e l a ting t o head races and 
suppl y race s. 
AS.4.2 Burroughs B6 700 P r ogr amme 
USAEARTH Main p r ogr am plus subroutines 2402 cards 
Th i s p r ogr amme c a l cul ates the earthworks 
associ a ted with grading c ompl e t e fields 
wi th v a rious slope constrains. It was 
ori gi nally de ve l oped at North Car ol i na 
State Unive r s ity, but it has been 
modi fied f o r use in New Zealand as a 
PLOTT 
part of this s tudy . A descr iption of 
the o ri g i nal progr amme i s contai ned in 
Shih (19 73). 
Subrout i ne . 91 ca r ds . Addi t i onal 
USAEARTH s ub r outi ne t o p r oduce a shaded 
ROTATE 
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type of contour plan showing modifications 
to the topography. 
Subroutine. 104 cards. Additional 
USAEARTH subroutine to define a new set 
of spot heights at any angle of rotation 
compared with the original data. 
A5.5 Three Dimensional Projection Programmes 
The line plotting facility is available on the Burroughs 
86700 so the following programmes were developed for this 
machine. 
GRIDREADIM 
CONTOUR3D 
Main programme . 35 cards. This 
programme creates a disk file which 
stores the data array used subsequently 
in the plotting programmes. Reduced 
levels are read directly from cards and 
stored on disk. 
Main programme. 1286 cards. This 
programme also creates a disk file of 
terrain data but it is derived from field 
readings of a random stadia survey. It 
is a minor modification of CONTOUR above 
with an additional feature that allows the 
user to specify an angle through which the 
VIEW3D 
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contour plan is to be rotated on the page. 
Main programme. 150 cards. The standard 
Computer Laboratory plotting programmes are 
bound to this programme. It uses the data 
file created by GRIDREADIM or CONTOUR3D 
and performs the necessary data manipulation 
and plot registration to convert the stand-
ard 3D plot (lines in one direction) to a 
cross-hatched plot. 
BORDERED STRIP IRRIGATION DEVELOPMENT COSTS 
The following costs relate to the total irrigation land 
preparation and associated costs of Lincoln College Lyndhurst 
Farm in 1976. The bordered strips are typically 180 m long 
and are straight and parallel. The topography is even with a 
maximum general fall of 0.5% (See Figure 13.l ) 
Cost/ha 
Total earthworks cost including headraces 
Headrace dams (1.1/ha ) 
Headrace sills (3.4/ha) 
Alarm clocks (24 hour) 
Headrace gates 
Culverts 
Syphons 
$ 
140.00 
42.90 
24.40 
10.00 
6.20 
11. 70 
1. 80 
237.00 
